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On the Cover
For decades, Building Erection Services Company
(BESCO) has demonstrated their expertise for
erecting some of the most complex precast
concrete buildings and structures with some of the
most demanding project demands. BESCO’s Vue
project, featured on the cover, was designed as a
combination of residential apartments with a precast
concrete parking structure erected in Kansas City,
Missouri. The Vue was completed on time without
any incidents.
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Mentoring Our Apprentices

M

been created to identify
apprentices by sight and
to serve as a reminder
for journeymen to keep a
watchful eye on them as
they perform their tasks.
I am now insisting all
ERIC DEAN
apprentices utilize the
General President
APPRENTICE UNION
IRONWORKER sticker
(shown below). The sticker, highly visible in safety
orange and a large apprentice designation, should be
placed on hard hats and welding equipment to easily identify apprentices at work. Apprentices, who by
definition are persons learning a trade by practical
experience under skilled workers, need live jobsite guidance and reminders to avoid unsafe tasks. It is not meant
to demean or separate apprentices from the rest of the
pack, but to let us all serve in the
role as mentors while advancing
the future of our union.
I also insist all journeymen,
officers and training programs
take the necessary steps to
ensure that before an apprentice
earns journeyman status they
are properly identified on the job
allowing us to all do our part in
building their skills and keeping
them safe. Our goal from this
day forward is to never receive
another phone call, email or
text informing us of a mishap,
or even worse, a fatality of an
apprentice member. Do your
duty as a skilled union ironworker and pass your knowledge
and experience on to keep our
brothers and sisters safe.

Eric Dean
General President, 1051885
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any articles have been written about the importance
of our apprenticeship training program allowing
our apprentices to gain knowledge of our industry incrementally with both on-the-job and classroom instruction.
Our formalized apprenticeship programs are second to
none and a major focus of the training is on performing
our work safely. In our trade, whether you are working on
the jobsite or in the shop, dangers are present in our everyday tasks. It is essential our journeymen, foremen and
supervisors look after their own safety AND the safety of
the apprentices while at work. There are too many areas of
concern to be specific in this article. Hazards—the potential for harm—are associated with conditions or activities
that if left uncontrolled, can result in injury or illness.
Those of you, who have put your work boots on
and performed the tasks, recognize the hazards to be
avoided. Many jobsites start their day with a job hazard
analysis (JHA), a technique that focuses on job tasks as
a way to identify hazards before
they occur. JHA focuses on the
relationship between the worker,
the task, the tools and the work
environment, and ideally, after
the uncontrolled hazards are
identified, steps can be taken to
eliminate or reduce them to an
acceptable risk level, allowing for
the planning of the safest workday possible. But that can’t be
the last time we plan for safety;
it must be done throughout the
entire workday, during breaks,
during lunch time and after
hours. Safety data shows most
accidents are caused by members with limited experience
or happen when experienced
workers let their guard down or
are fatigued.
The general officers of the Iron
Workers conferred and decided
on a plan of action to help keep
our apprentices safe. A new and
straightforward program has
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Project Safety
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Throughout North America
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LIVES SAVED

as a result of the
Countdown to Zero
Fatalities safety and
awareness campaign.
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has observed incident trends and
primary causation factors for fatalities stemming from specific hazards
and activities. Workplace fatalities
occur from many causes, however,
the lists of the deadly dozen on Page
51 represent the primary core
of hazards and activities. This
edition is also dedicated to the
memory and honor of the members who lost their lives on the
12.2
jobsite August 2017 through
10.5
11.6
July 2018. We take great pride
in building our nations’ bridges,
9.8
buildings and other structures,
and we deeply regret the loss
of these members since Aug.
1, 2017. A special tribute from
General President Dean to
these members is featured in
this publication.
SEP
T

his special edition of The Ironworker is dedicated
to recognizing some of the many ironworkers
and contractors who demonstrated outstanding safety performance and leadership on the jobsites
throughout the United States and Canada. Additionally,
many contractors and projects are featured displaying
the skill, productivity and safety performance worthy of recognition. In January 2012, General President
Walter Wise commissioned the 2012 Zero Incident
Campaign to prevent jobsite incidents resulting in emotional, physical and financial hardships to our members
and their families. Today, General President Eric Dean
has continued the Iron Workers (IW) commitment to
achieving zero incidents in 2018. The safety and health
department, National Training Fund and IMPACT
work together to develop new programs, webinars and
other forums to address safety and health issues.
The campaign slogan “See Something! Say Something!” has been labeled on hard hat stickers, gangbox
stickers and posters distributed to local unions and
training facilities. The focus of the campaign is to target the deadly dozen hazardous activities contributing
to the highest percentage of fatalities and disabling
injuries to our members. Decade after decade, the IW

in the United States and Canada

PROJECT. SAFETY.

SUCCESS.

Building Erection Services
Demonstrates Safety in Precast Concrete Erection

F

Bill Miller, founder of Building Erection Services Company.

better understand customer needs and the best method
to achieve goals. One of the main factors for the continued market share increase is the strong emphasis placed
on safety by Olah, along with production and quality of
work. BESCO has been able to maintain an outstanding safety record in every division of the company. For
these reasons, BESCO is considered by many general
contractors as a preferred installation subcontractor for
precast concrete, structural steel and pre-engineered
metal buildings, along with glazing for architectural
and window wall services. BESCO’s success is tied to its
outstanding working relationship with the Iron Workers (IW), primarily Local 10 in Kansas City under the
leadership of Business Manager Dave Coleman, and
including the management team; General Manager

AUGUST 2018

or decades, Building Erection Services Company (BESCO) has demonstrated their expertise
for erecting some of the most complex precast concrete buildings and structures with some of the most
demanding project demands. BESCO was established
in February 1977 in Olathe, Kansas, by William “Bill”
Miller, a member of Local 10 (Kansas City, Mo.). Originally, BESCO was primarily a precast erection company
until Miller took the initiative to expand the company
into new directions and services. In 1979, Miller started
a crane rental division that quickly became one of the
premier crane services in the greater Kansas City area
and extending to areas of Kansas. In the 1980s, BESCO
added a pre-engineered metal building erection division and a structural steel erection division. In the
early 1990s, BESCO formed a glazing division to offer a
complete variety of services. Miller’s contributions and
initiatives to expand BESCO were a key factor of the
company’s success and growth. Under Miller’s leadership, the company established a lasting relationship with
Local 10 and surrounding local unions.
In 2011, Tim Olah, a second-generation member of
Local 10 acquired BESCO. After the acquisition, Olah
relocated the BESCO offices to Kansas City, Missouri.
Under Olah’s leadership, BESCO continues to increase
its market share on projects. Olah’s years of experience
in the field as a Local 10 member adds to his ability to

5

The BESCO team: Ken Shafer, general manager; James
Smith, precast concrete manager; David Fuller, safety
manager; David Jones, senior estimator and project
manager; Dale Ladd, general field superintendent; and
Dennis Castiglia, precast concrete superintendent.

THE IRONWORKER

The Vue project.
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Ken Shafer, Precast Manager and
Estimator Jim Smith, Safety Director and Control/Safety Manager
David Fuller, General Steel Superintendent Dale Ladd and General
Precast Superintendent Dennis
Castiglia, who are members of
Local 10 and bring years of field
experience to the management side.
The safety training provided
through the Local 10 training facility
and IMPACT programs are a great
resource to BESCO’s overall safety
record. Some of the training provided
by IMPACT included Shafer and
Fuller attending the first Ironworkers Safety Director Training Course
in July 2016 in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The course provided great insight to
BESCO on how the roles and responsibilities of a full-time safety director
would serve the BESCO safety and
health program; the BESCO participants wanted to learn firsthand
the job description and functions of
an ironworker safety director. The
safety and skill training provided by
the local apprenticeship program,
under the direction of Brian Garrett, has also been a great resource

and assistance to BESCO and their
success to meet project owner and
contractor demands.

THE VUE
The Vue project, featured on the
cover, was designed as a combination of residential apartments
with a precast concrete parking
structure erected in Kansas City,
Missouri. Jason Thompson, member of Local 10, was the precast
concrete foremen, who worked
with Local 10 members to erect 320
pieces of precast concrete, totaling
more than 1,600 man-hours until
completion. The structure was
cladded with precast architectural
panels fabricated by Coreslab,
Inc. The general contractor was
McPherson Contracting. The Vue
project was completed on time
without any incidents.

THE UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS CENTRAL
DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT
The University of Kansas Central
District Development project erected
by BESCO and Local 10 ironworkers was a composite design building
with approximately 450 pieces of
precast concrete members. Many of
the precast members weighed over
64,000 pounds and required special
attention to crane setup and usage,
along with safe erection procedures.
In addition to the precast concrete

General contractor, Clark
Construction Group, commending
BESCO for their efforts to
complete the project with safety,
quality and performance.

members, the project contained over
2,540 tons of structural steel using
the multiple lift rigging procedure
and approximately 3,860 squares
of metal deck. BESCO ironworkers
also installed the glass-rail systems

illustrating union ironworkers have
the skill to perform all phases of the
composite project. The project was
completed in 34,000 man-hours for
general contractor, Clark/McCown
Gordon - Academic Joint Venture.

AUGUST 2018

Ironworker superintendent and foremen who helped with the successful
completion of University of Kansas Central District Development
project without any incidents: Precast General Foreman Chris Smith,
Local 10; Steel Superintendent Paul Allen, Local 10; and Raising Gang
Foreman Rob Kiley, Local 46 (Springfield, Ill.)

7

Six-story precast parking structure.
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Oak Grove High
School project,
Missouri FEMA
project.

8

University of Kansas Central
District Development project.

THE OAK GROVE

PARKING STRUCTURE
BESCO and Local 10 ironworkers
in Kansas City, Missouri, erected
a six-story precast concrete parking structure in 1,700 man-hours

for general contractor, Weitz Corporation. The project was a large
apartment project combined with
a precast concrete parking structure. BESCO erected the precast
members using a Manitwoc 888
luff crane. The site-specific erection plan, based on the erection
sequence, required the ironworkers
to perform initial connections while
working out of aerial lift equipment.
Special attention was given to an
adjacent tower crane configuration,
which required BESCO to work
beneath the tower crane. Chris
Smith, Local 10, was the foreman
on the project.

AUGUST 2018

The Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA)-rated
auditorium project for the Oak Grove
High School project in Oak Grove,
Missouri, was erected by BESCO and
Local 10 ironworkers. The precast
concrete double tees were approximately 100 feet in length and required
special attention to crane setup, along
with pre-engineered rigging slings,
to hoist the members at an angle to
their final position. A special crane
pad was designed to provide stability to accommodate the weight of
the precast concrete members. The

FEMA-rated auditorium was erected
with 120 pieces of precast concrete
and completed in 1,000 man-hours.
The general contractor was Westport Construction and the precast
concrete fabricator was Coreslab
Structures. Jason Thompson, Local
10, was the project foreman and the
project finished ahead of schedule
without any incidents.

9

Local 771 and Supreme Steel
Erect the Saskatoon Traffic Bridge Twice in 110 Years

T

1907 and 2017 photos of Saskatoon Bridge.

THE IRONWORKER

Traffic Bridge crew: David Fritz, director of project solutions,
Supreme Group LP; Local 771 ironworkers Marek Kilanowski,
Lawrence Sylvester, Nathan Edwards, Wade Enns, Sean “Lucky”
Cummins, unknown operating engineer, Lawrence Nahorniak,
Paul MacDonald, Dwayne Richels, Randy Toye, Matthew
Danylyshen, Tom Ghaney, Jesse Kemp and Martin Alberts.

10

The four-span arrangement, modern design Parker Truss structure
with a total weight of 1,100 tons.

he Saskatoon Traffic Bridge was fabricated and erected
by Supreme Steel and Local 771 (Regina, Saskatchewan) ironworkers. The new Saskatoon Traffic Bridge is
a replica of the bridge that stood before it. The original
bridge was erected in 1907, and 110 years later in 2017,
Supreme Steel with the Local 771, erected its replacement.
Building the bridge was an amazing experience since ironworkers got to build something their ancestors had built
110 years prior, making it extremely easy to see how far
the trade of ironworking has come.
The 1907 crew was not unionized, and the positive influence of the Iron Workers (IW) is apparent
and reflected in the performance of the 2017 crew.
Through photos it can be seen safety is likely the furthest advanced aspect of the trade. The 1907 crew is
without personal protection equipment (PPE), fall
arrest and other significant safety precautions. The
2017 crew on the other hand is highly trained and has
all precautions in place, showing the positive impact
of the IW and programs like IMPACT. The 2017 crew
completed the project in 14,000 man-hours with no
lost-time injuries—affirmation the programs in place
are working.
Supreme Steel completed fabrication and erection
for the Parker truss bridge. The bridge structure weighs
approximately 1,100 tons. Supreme Steel also completed engineered erection plans, allowing for work to
be performed safely and effectively over the South Saskatchewan River. Foremen and employees conducted
weekly site inspections, the general foreman conducted
biweekly inspections, and the management team conducted leadership walks. Because of the unpredictability
of a river, Supreme Steel’s General Foreman Tom Ghaney
was sure to monitor ground conditions in and around
the work area. During an observation, Ghaney noted
some ground where the crane was to be set, had been
undermined by water and notified other trades working in the area. Work did not proceed until the ground
conditions had been fully restored, preventing possible
property damages and serious injury.
Jobsite safety training conducted by Supreme Steel
included fall protection equipment, confined spaces,
aerial lifts, rigging and signaling and high angle rescue.

Local 736 Completes Burgoyne Bridge Replacement Project

W

alters, Inc. worked with Local 736 (Hamilton,
Ontario) members to replace an old trestle bridge
in St. Catharines, Ontario, with a striking new arched
bridge. The constraints of the valley and the existing roads
ruled out conventional construction, leading to a more
challenging, creative approach to bridge building.
The Burgoyne Bridge had to be constructed without disrupting traffic either across the existing trestle
bridge or on the provincial highway that ran below.
The size of the girders and the limitations of the site
prevented a large crane from being placed below the
bridge. Rather than conventional erection, girders were
launched incrementally, pushing each girder out along
what had already been constructed. Completing the
first girder span took 59 days, with construction happening through the dead of winter. Once that span was
in place, two lanes of traffic were opened on the new
structure and the old bridge was removed entirely.

Complex truss elements for the arch span.

KEY PROVISIONS OF WALTERS SAFETY
TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION

The Burgoyne Bridge in St. Catharines, Ontario.

· Further training provided/arranged for by Walters,
as applicable/necessary.
· Workers provided with project specific orientation by
Walters in addition to that provided by the prime contractor.
· Workers provided with a review of the specific emergency
response plans for project, including rescue at heights.
· Workers provided with review of job safety
analysis for specific work tasks.
· Workers participated in weekly/daily safety meetings,
i.e., tool box talks.
· Workers participated in hazard awareness/
identification during pre-task safety instructions
at shift start and/or task change.

AUGUST 2018

Walters erected the massive and highly complex
truss elements for the arch span and was responsible
for the erection of the entire bridge, which included
sophisticated construction engineering, crane/landing
equipment and a team of highly skilled ironworkers. All
personnel from top to bottom are provided with training and/or instruction to perform their work safely and
competently through various health and safety standard
operating procedures (SOP) and the training and support
needed to perform assigned tasks. Workers, supervisors
and managers are made aware of the actual and potential
hazards associated with jobsite work tasks.

· Workers required to provide standard of training/
qualifications prior to work start at orientation
(WHMIS, fall protection/arrest, EWP training,
first aid, CWB welding qualification, etc.).
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Seaspan Shipyards Complete LNG Vessel Engine Conversions
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hat is being acknowledged
as the largest liquefied natural gas (LNG) conversion in North
America, Seaspan Victoria Shipyards has been selected to complete
work on two TOTE Orca class vessels. The twin, 839-foot-long ships,
North Star and Midnight Sun, carry
cargo between Anchorage, Alaska,
and Tacoma, Washington. The
maritime industry is increasingly
adopting less costly liquefied natural
gas as a fuel as more rigorous rules
and environmental standards are
being rolled out around the globe.
Over the next four years, three
more conversion periods will be
required to finalize the transition of
TOTE Maritime’s vessels in Alaska
to LNG. Each of these conversion
periods will take place in the winter
to minimize the impact to customers and consumers alike. Both ships
are scheduled to be completed in
the fourth quarter of 2021. Seaspan
plans to participate in that conversion cycle and become a center of
excellence for that type of work on
the West Coast.
The first TOTE vessel to arrive
was the North Star. Phase one of conversion involved her staying from
Dec. 15, 2017 to Feb. 15, 2018. Each
vessel requires two, 60-day periods
in dry dock, providing work for 300
to 400 people, six days a week.
TOTE has contracted with MAN
PrimeServ to design, develop and
test a new dual-fuel kit. MAN Diesel
and Turbo, the parent of PrimeServ,
is one of the premier suppliers of
large engines for the maritime sector. Retro-fitted engines will meet
all new emission standards and
new components will extend the
vessels’ working lives.
Local 643 (Victoria, British
Columbia) is one of the Iron Workers

“The committed care to the safety of
workers is a value of Seaspan and the Iron
Workers. The Iron Workers have clearly
demonstrated that working together
with our clients, projects like these are a
triumphant success in the pursuit of the
Countdown to Zero.”
— JEFF NORRIS,
CANADIAN SAFETY COORDINATOR

Center module is set into its final
location aboard the North Star.

the modules, two LNG holding
tanks, each weighing 130 metric
tons, were hoisted onboard using
a 150-ton luffing shipyard crane.
Through a robust plan and the
involvement of workers and all
levels of management, the project
was completed with no lost-time
incidents. Seaspan completes a risk
analysis and develops procedures

Module lifts were carried
out utilizing a barge supporting
a 900-ton ringer crane.

and engineering to control all hazards. Training is completed where
necessary, and the ironworkers are
made part of ensuring the project
progresses with safety and health
as a primary focus.

Photos courtesy of Seaspan Victoria Shipyards

unique locals. Commonly referred
to as the shipyard riggers, Local
643 works with some of the world’s
largest oceangoing vessels; not
something common to many ironworker members. The members
have the opportunity to work a
wide-range of scope on vessels,
such as ferries, barges, oil tankers,
cruise ships and naval vessels.
The project required the skills
and knowledge of complex rigging, heavy lift attachments and
large cranes. Local 643 members, with help from ironworker
travel cards from across Canada,
accepted the challenge, first placing the two modules onboard the
TOTE North Star.
The major planning and execution related to two massive module
lifts and involved the setup and
testing of large cranes. The module lifts were carried out utilizing a
barge supporting a 900-ton ringer
crane. The first lift was comprised
of a 328-metric ton, port-side
module and the second lift was a
317-metric ton, starboard module. Following the installation of

“I am so proud of the members of Local 643. I would like
to thank our members and travel cards who took time
away from their families to travel out and help us complete
this monumental project safely and productively.”

AUGUST 2018

— SEAN MICHAEL DOYLE HENNON,
BUSINESS MANAGER, LOCAL 643
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Josh Harris, construction superintendent, AECOM; Jordan Trankler; Philip Orr, Local 782 business agent; Josh Dismore; Zach Burris; Joe Barone,
foreman; Jeff Darnell, foreman; Josh Boutwell; Greg Damron, steward; Kyle Mckean, foreman; Jayme Hobson, safety health and environmental
manager, AECOM; John Blankenship, general foreman; Shane Donelson; Melvin Brewer, IW representative; Travis Smith; Zach Stovall; Brad Page;
James Blankenship, general foreman; Shannon Wilford; Bradley Ralls; Kyle Smith; Stuart Rendleman, Local 782 business manager; and Danny
Halliburton, lead general superintendent, AECOM.

Local 782 and AECOM-TVA Tri-Lateral Safety Alliance Protect Members
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ECOM and members from
Local 782 (Paducah, Ky.) on
the AECOM Shawnee Clean Air
project were recognized for their
efforts to upholding high project
safety standards on the TVA project.
Ironworker members were removing a roof system and discovered
asbestos during a tear-off process.
Work was immediately stopped until
the asbestos was properly identified,
and corrective action was taken by
AECOM and project authorities to
protect Local 782 members from
serious health hazards associated
with asbestos exposure.

At the center of the effort was
Jayme Hobson, an AECOM industrial hygienist working on the
Shawnee Clean Air project, who
took the appropriate action to
address the asbestos. During the
Iron Workers/IMPACT Safety and
Health Roundtable meeting, General President Eric Dean thanked
AECOM for taking swift action
to keep the workers safe. “We can
train our workers to be safe but
without employer cooperation, it
would be impossible,” said Dean.
In response, Hobson noted it was
the keen eyes of the ironworkers

that saved the day. “The ironworkers did everything right. When
they saw something that didn’t
look right, they used their training
and experience to prevent a potential hazard. It makes it easy to do
the right thing when you have such
a great team,” said Hobson.
“I want to complement the ironworkers of Local 782, the supervision
of AECOM, and most especially
Jayme Hobson, for the professional
and caring manner in which this issue
was handled. They are a pleasure to
work with,” said Melvin Brewer, Iron
Workers (IW) representative.

MEMBERS &
LOCAL UNIONS

MAKING A DIFFERENCE | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

LOCAL 550 ERECT MODULARIZED PIPE RACK SECTIONS

I

Marathon Flare Consent Decree project.

AUGUST 2018

ronworker supervisors Charles
Mobley, Jodie Mobley and Benjamin Huff of Local 550 (Canton,
Ohio), and team members working for BMWC Constructors, Inc.,
safely offloaded and set a total of
nine prefabricated, modularized
pipe rack sections, the largest
weighing 17 tons. The structural
steel scope of work included the
erection of several new pipe racks
in the flare gas unit and modifications to several existing structures
throughout the plant. The structural scope of work also included
major engineered lifts for three
electrical buildings, which were
rigged and set by BMWC qualified ironworker riggers. The
largest of the buildings weighed
over 60 tons that required special attention to the site-specific
safety plan. Ironworkers from
Local 550 safely set over 140 tons
of structural steel without any
incidents, demonstrating to project authorities of the Marathon
Flare Consent Decree project
that union ironworkers have the
expertise and safety skills to complete any scope of work within
the refinery.
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Rachelle Hershey, Local 8 and CEO Jeannie Lauret

DUWE METAL PRODUCTS, INC. GETS IT RIGHT

D

uwe Metal Products, Inc. was incorporated in 1954
as a light gauge metal fabricating business. Its early
mission was to provide quality custom products with
fast delivery. The business grew slow and steady for 26
years as a custom job shop. Today, it thrives in custom
miscellaneous, ornamental and structural fabrication,
installation and restoration of both ferrous and nonferrous metal. Duwe is also a DBE & WBE business. In

2015, they were named Women Owned Business of the
Year, under the leadership of CEO Jeannie Lauret.
When IMPACT came out with its groundbreaking
maternity policy, Duwe knew it would help protect their
members and their unborn children from potentially
unsafe conditions and situations. The Maternity Provision
Policy (MPP) provides paid maternity leave to qualified
members for up to six months prior to, and another six

BLUE COBLE, LOCAL 75, WANTS TO KNOW YOUR TRICKS
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’m one of those jerks who wants
to know all the details. I want to
know all the little tricks and why
those little tricks work because
maybe there’s an EVEN BETTER
trick to getting it done,” says Blue
Coble, Local 75 (Phoenix), about
her passion about safety. “Believe
it or not, that’s where safety plays
a huge part. Not only because
cutting corners produces big

risks, but because there’s a science to what we do. Safety is more
than just making sure everyone
is wearing their gloves. There’s
chemistry, biology, ergonomics—
lots of invisible factors that can
help or hinder. That’s the stuff
that I’m interested in.”
With the help of her local, Coble
was able to get OSHA 500 certified, but that was just a start. From

there, she signed up for the Safety
Director Training Course put on
by IMPACT, which helped lead to
her position as safety coordinator
with Derr & Gruenewald. “The
class was incredible. There was so
much information that I wouldn’t
have expected. They have the top
representatives from each area to
showcase their expertise, I really
got a lot out of it,” said Coble. Coble

to eight weeks of paid maternity leave after giving birth.
The MPP rolled out in 2017 at the annual Iron Workers/
IMPACT conference. Details and a full description of the
MPP are available by visiting the IMPACT website and
clicking on the “Member Programs” tab and following
the “Ironworker Programs” link.
Recently, the safety department had the opportunity
to affirm their belief that safety and diversity truly do go
hand in hand when contacted by Local 8 (Milwaukee)
member and Duwe Metal employee, Rachelle Hershey.
A happy and glowing Hershey reached out to General Organizer O’Leary shortly after learning she was
pregnant. The nature of ironwork can be dangerous for
anyone, but pregnancy adds a new level of risk, and like
many female ironworkers, Hershey’s joy at the prospect
of a new baby was tempered with concern. She contacted
O’Leary to learn more about IMPACT’s maternity program and how it worked.
During that initial conversation, O’Leary—while
asking questions about the type of work Rachelle was
doing—recognized some red flags due to possible
respiratory/inhalation concerns. After gathering more
information from Hershey, the safety department contacted Jim Kegebein, an industrial hygienist expert, who
has worked with IMPACT on fume hazards and better
protections for workers in the past. After a consultation
between Kegebein, O’Leary and Executive Director of
Safety and Health Steve Rank, the safety department
reached out to Local 8 Business Manager Tony Mayrhofer.
Mayrhofer understood both the urgency and possible
severity of the situation immediately. He confirmed with

so why not have one of us at the
table.” She believes more people,
especially women, should consider going into safety. As the job
evolves, the need for a knowledgeable safety representative grows. “I
think there’s a hole in the market
that we could fill. And besides, an
ironworker is going to listen to
another ironworker because we
know what’s really going on.”
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is now pursuing a degree in industrial hygiene, attributing her path
to her mentor, Jim Kegebein. “He’s
like a walking encyclopedia. He’s a
great resource.” Once she obtains
her degree, she has no intention of
leaving the ironworkers. “I’d like
to be able to represent the ironworkers when conversations about
safety and regulations come up.
Only we know what’s best for us,

Hershey and Duwe Metals that while the products, procedures and safety precautions Duwe Metals currently use
are fine for most workers, Hershey’s pregnancy changed
things. She was now more susceptible to inhalation issues;
if left unaddressed, both her and her unborn child could
be at risk. The cooperative efforts of the Iron Workers
(IW) and contractors like Duwe Metals, potential health
issues to our members can be addressed and gotten right!
Once informed, Duwe Metals reacted quickly to the
situation. The company worked with Mayrhofer and the
safety department to get Hershey fit tested and medically
evaluated. True to their previous proactive and no-nonsense approach to worker safety issues, Duwe worked
swiftly to provide the extra protection to keep Rachelle
safe from harmful fumes and inhalation risks, ensuring
a healthier pregnancy for her and her unborn child.
O’Leary said, “Cases like this make me even more
aware how valuable the MPP is for IW members in
providing both necessary benefits and critical safety protection. Those initial phone calls from IW members are
more than just an opportunity to provide information on
the maternity program, they allow us to assess if proper
precautions are being taken early on and give us the
chance to address them quickly. It’s just another way the
safety department and diversity fit together to build a better, safer and more inclusive union for our membership.”

Blue Coble Local 75—Phoenix
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SAFE RENOVATION OF UNION TERMINAL-CINCINNATI MUSEUM CENTER

M
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embers from Local 44 (Cincinnati), Local 290
(Dayton, Ohio) and Local 172 (Columbus, Ohio),
working for CHC Fabricating Corporation, successfully
renovated the Union Terminal-Cincinnati Museum Center located in Cincinnati. The job is the renovation of a
Cincinnati historical landmark built in 1933. Local 44
ironworkers installed eight W36x302 that were 42 feet
long and weighed 13,000 pounds each, totaling 104,000
pounds, plus an additional 50,000 of reinforcing steel with
thousands of feet of weld in the middle of the building.
The scope of the project included over 60,000 pounds of
temporary platform, trolley beams and rigging steel, and
over 150,000 pounds of permanent steel and thousands
of feet of weld. As the project started, the original plan
was updated due to safety concerns that crew members
thought would make the task safer and more productive.
Communication was the No. 1 safety tool used to complete the project without any incidents or injuries.
With the steel needing to be installed under the third
floor, the crew had to erect over 60,000 pounds of temporary building platforms, trolley beams and rigging
steel to move the beams from the ground level to the
upper level. The crew also used four air-powered skates
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to move each beam from one end of the building to the
other, helping to eliminate the strains on the body of the
union ironworkers when moving the steel. Preplanning
every move for safety was important to help with risk
assessments for the many different ways to rig the steel
into the final position. Every member of the crew had
the “ALL STOP” power if anyone saw something they
did not like. The crew of 12 union ironworkers worked
over 8,500 man-hours in two months to finish the work
without any injuries or incidents.
The scope of work was to reinforce the existing steel
under the fountain that was deteriorating due to water
damage over the years. The location of the new steel
needed to be installed on the second-floor level and with
no way to move the steel straight on to that level, temporary rigging towers with trolley beams needed to be
erected. A preplanning meeting with general contractor
Ironworkers safely installed eight
W36x302 that were 42 feet long.

Turner Construction on the safe way to handle the steel
was done before the start of work. With the weight of the
new steel to be moved into the building, the floors needed
to be shored up to support the loads to be imposed in the
existing structure. As the work progressed, all individuals, from CHC crew members to the general contractor
to the building owner, had the authority to stop work if
anyone saw something. Daily morning huddle mornings
to review the days plans were held every morning with
the crew and the general contractor.
The crew members out of Local 44 were Ben Ryan,
site superintendent; Daryl Thompson, general foreman;
Joe McCabe, field superintendent; Joel Taylor; Dylan
Ashba; Joe Diener; Chris Huesing; Orlando Albright;
Chuck Cook; Steve Wolfe; Kris Williamson; and Saria
Gwin-Maye. Out of Local 290 was Steven Vanover and
out of Local 172 were Jesse Temple and Aaron Albright.

OSHA AND IRONWORKERS PARTNER TO PROVIDE OUTREACH
AND PROTECT CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYEES ON JOBSITES

T

“Workplace safety is achieved
when everyone works together to
recognize hazards and follow safety
protocols and procedures,” said
OSHA Regional Administrator
Kimberly Stille. “We look forward
to sharing best practices, educating employers and employees, and
ensuring that safety is not compromised on the job.” The first alliance
project will focus on the topic of the
roles and responsibilities of supervisors in the workplace. This will
be a videotaped session to review
the agency’s long-term legal position that foremen, general foremen
and superintendents are considered
supervisors and company management representatives on the jobsite.
Both employers and supervisors in
the field or shop must clearly understand their roles and responsibilities

OSHA Alliance agreement signing ceremony:
OSHA Regional Administrator Kimberly Stille
(seated) joins OSHA Acting Deputy Regional
Administrator Dee Cantu, Business Manager
for Local 10 (Kansas City, Mo.) Dave Coleman,
President and Director of Training for the MOKAN Ironworkers Apprenticeship Training Fund
Brian Garrett and Executive Director of Safety
and Health for the IW Steve Rank.

to comply with safety standards
and company safety policies. The
videotaping is scheduled for August
2018 and will be posted on the Iron
Workers (IW), IMPACT and OSHA
websites when completed.
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he U.S. Department of Labor’s
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA)
has signed an alliance to promote employee safety and health
with the Mike Baker, president of
the North Central States District
Council and Davide Beard, president of the District Council of
St. Louis and Vicinity, and Iowa
OSHA. The two-year, regionwide
alliance will focus on reducing
electrical, fall, struck-by, crushing
and welding hazards, as well as the
additional hazards associated with
steel erection. Participants will
also share information on OSHA
campaigns, including the National
Safety Stand-Down to Prevent
Falls in Construction, and the Safe
+ Sound Campaign for safety and
health programs.
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SAFETY AND DIVERSITY — WORKING TOGETHER TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

T

he Ironworkers Safety Director Training Course
kicked off in Indianapolis in March 2018. The
course has not only been quite successful, but has
also expanded to create more opportunities for Iron
Workers (IW) members. Part of the expansion was
adding a course on diversity and safety. Why diversity and why now?
More and more of the workforce is made up of
women and people of color, who are a central part of
the IW’s fight for better workplaces and jobs that support families. Women and people of color are already
members of the IW and are people who need to be
invited into the union brother and sisterhood. The IW
is actively recruiting and steadfastly trying to retain
women and people of color. The IW is well aware it can
no longer “man” jobs with the tried and true model
of the past. The IW believes all workers, regardless of
gender, race or immigration status, deserve access to

good union jobs and working conditions to keep them
safe and support their families. So, how can the IW
recruit women and people of color if they are not welcomed by the status quo?
The IW needs to change the conditions keeping
women and people of color out of the workplace and
out of the union and needs to create conditions to help
folks feel welcomed and safe on the job, regardless of
race, gender or immigration status. The diversity and
safety component of the Ironworkers Safety Director
Training Course looked at these hard facts:
• Gender equity in the IW (Yes, women and people of color
do make the same hourly wage, but are they getting
equitable work hours?)
• Gender/racial/sexual orientation bias people experience
on the job.
• Bystander intervention and deflection used as a way
to stop sexual harassment and racism on jobsites.

LOCAL 3 MEMBERS ERECT GREENFIELD ARCH BRIDGE
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eplacing a crumbling concrete
arch bridge built in the 1920s
highlighted by the television program “60 Minutes” as an example
of the United States’ failing infrastructure, Local 3 (Pittsburgh),
working around the clock, erected
the new 462‐foot Greenfield Arch
Bridge connecting the Pittsburgh
neighborhoods of Beechwood and
Greenfield over I‐376 (Parkway
East) during a single weekend closure. Of timely relevance in terms
of the United States’ current infrastructure condition conversation,
as well as the application of accelerated construction techniques in
urban environments, the gateway
structure to downtown Pittsburgh
from the east soars over 85,000 cars
daily and stands as a testament to

• What is sexual harassment versus harassment?
• PPE is not one size fits all! The concept of “pink it &
shrink it” for women ironworkers isn’t really responsive
to their needs on the job, and any PPE or safety program
should be!

By addressing these key areas, the diversity and
safety course looks to educate members and contractors on issues of diversity in the workplace and equip
them with practical tools to challenge racism and sexism when it happens. Through the training, members
and contractors become allies on the job and in the
union, who can recruit women and people of color into
the organization and make them feel welcome in the
brother/sisterhood.
Why is the IW focusing on diversity now? Well, if
not now, then when? The IW has a need for skilled ironworkers. The IW has women and people of color who
are proving themselves on a daily basis. Discrimination

segment was fed onto 18 3-foot
diameter anchor bolts. The buddy
system procedure was employed at
all four locations successfully, both
during daylight and night erection, preventing ironworker injury.
There were zero incidents and
accidents on the 5,140 man-hour,
complex steel erection project.

The new Greenfield Arch Bridge
has received the following awards:
• ISC/NSBA Prize Bridge Award –
National Award Winner,
Long Span
• ABCD Award for Outstanding
New Major Bridge ESWP
• Transportation Project of the Year
Greenfield Arch Bridge.
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what ironworkers can achieve, even
when constrained by time and space.
Amelie Construction & Supply, LLC
(Amelie), an AISC Advanced Certified Steel Erector, was subcontracted
to erect the steel superstructure,
including two 287‐foot arches, over
I‐376 (Parkway East). Of the total
1,768,060 pounds of steel, erection of
1,111,846 pounds (all steel over the
Parkway East) was performed in one
56‐hour weekend closure.
As part of Amelie’s quality and
safety management system for the
project, jobsite safety audits were
required to be performed by the
operations manager and implementation of an ironworker buddy
system was utilized to ensure no
body parts were in or near pinch/
crush points while each arch

plays a part in the ironworkers
very existence, and that can’t
continue. Women and people
of color experience subtle and
in-your-face bias, creating animosity and knocking members
off their “A” game. The only
thing ironworkers should be
concerned with is the union
card, and whether or not someone can do the job of
an ironworker and do it safely. That should be the
bond that creates a safety net for all ironworkers. IW
members are all brothers and sisters. When members
are worried about their safety, not because of the dangerous work being done, but because of how they are
treated on a jobsite, ironworkers have failed. Ironworkers have a responsibility to have each others’ backs, and
to ensure all ironworkers can find a home in the IW.
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CALIFORNIA OSHA ADOPTS NEW REINFORCING STEEL STANDARDS

E

ffective Jan. 1, 2018, California OSHA adopted a
comprehensive reinforcing steel and post-tensioning standard. A public hearing was convened by the
California Occupational Safety and Health Standards
Board to obtain industry stakeholder testimony for
adopting new safety standards pertaining to reinforcing steel and post-tensioning operations. Don Zampa,
president of the State of California and Vicinity District
Council, arranged for local union representatives and
contractors to provide testimony before members of the
California OSHA Standards Board. California is the first
state-approved OSHA plan to work with Iron Workers
(IW) to pursue new safety standards. The safety and
health department will be working with other district
councils throughout the United States in 2018 to pursue the same safety standards with state OSHA plans in
their jurisdiction.
Representatives from the IW, reinforcing steel contractors and industry associations participated in the
public hearing and provided testimony. Special thanks
to the reinforcing steel stakeholders: IW, IMPACT,
National Association of Reinforcing Steel Contractors,
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute, Post Tensioning Institute, Western Steel Council, Department of
Reinforcing Ironworkers Advisory Committee and the
Center for Construction Research and Training.

Key Safety Provisions Pertaining
to Proposed Reinforcing Steel
and Post-Tensioning Standards
• Requirements for safe jobsite access and layout
of reinforcing material and equipment.
• Written notifications prior to commencement
of reinforcing steel activities.
• Stability requirements for vertical and horizontal
columns, walls and other reinforcing assemblies.
• Requirements for impalement protection and custody
of impalement covers.

THE IRONWORKER

• Requirements for hoisting and rigging
reinforcement assemblies.
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• Requirements for post-tensioning activities.

new California OSHA safety standards. Stakeholders participating
in the meetings included representatives of the Concrete Reinforcing
New standards
Steel Institute (CRSI), Western Steel
for post-tensioning
operations.
Council (WSC), Safety Institute of
the District Council of Iron Workers and California Ironworkers
Employers Council (DCIW/CIEC),
local unions, California OSHA
compliance personnel, California Employers Association (CEA),
Associated General Contractors
(AGC), Dorothy Ormsby, ICS,
Inc., former chief of the California
New requirements
OSHA Len Welsh and reinforcing
for column stability.
steel contractors.
General President Eric Dean will submit a petition
to other state OSHA plans on behalf of the IW urging
them to follow in the footsteps of California and adopt
new safety standards to help prevent incidents during
reinforcing steel activities. Town hall meetings were
held at the University of Iron training facility in Benicia,
California, and at the Local 416 (Los Angeles) meeting
place in Norwalk, California. Don Zampa, president of
the State of California and Vicinity District Council,
attended both meetings to welcome reinforcing steel
stakeholders. Hart Keeble, business manager of Local
416, welcomed participants at the Local 416 meeting. A
PowerPoint presentation was provided to illustrate the
jobsite requirements of the new reinforcing steel and
post-tensioning safety requirements.
Special thanks to Dick Zampa Jr., apprenticeship
coordinator for the State of California and Vicinity District Council, and Hart Keeble, for hosting the town
hall meetings. Additional thanks to the reinforcing steel
stakeholders, who participated in the development of the
new reinforcing steel and post-tensioning standards, and
their efforts in the rulemaking process with the California Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board.

• Fall protection requirements.
• Requirements for formwork and false work stability.
• Training requirements.

In February, the safety and health department in conjunction with reinforcing steel stakeholders and local
unions, held two town hall meetings to usher in the

Labor and management representatives testify in support of new standards.

LOCAL 482 VETERAN MAKING A DIFFERENCE

M

Mary Aguilar, Local 482
member and veteran.

Aguilar relocated back to her hometown of Philadelphia in October 2016. While recovering from her injury,
Aguilar went above and beyond, using her GI Bill to
pursue several certifications, including her OSHA 500
and 510, and became a certified first aid/CPR instructor. Aguilar has also taken every journeyman upgrade
class she has been able to, which led her to enroll in the
Safety Director Training Course offered by IMPACT at
the Local 401 (Philadelphia) union hall in August 2017.
Participating in this training course only enforced her
ever-growing desire to keep pursuing her education in
safety. In her own words, Aguilar says, “This course
was so informative and educational I feel that if someone has the chance to take it they need to take it. The
instructors were so vastly knowledgeable in the classes
to which they were teaching. When you left the class
with your certification in hand, you felt empowered
to go save the world.” Today, Aguilar works as a safety
professional for Haztek, Inc., on a Merck site in West
Point, Pennsylvania. She loves her job and considers
each day a new day to keep people safe.
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ary Aguilar is a U.S. Army veteran of 15 years and
a current member of Local 482 (Austin, Tex.).
She was the second female to turnout as a journeyman
ironworker from the hall. Aguilar first joined the union
after relocating to the Leander, Texas, area to be near her
son. During that time, Aguilar was working for a grouting company in Austin as a certified flagger at the new
Apple building parking garage. Aguilar met several union
ironworkers from Local 482 on the job and was urged to
go check out the hall. She did just that, and liking what
she saw, applied for the apprenticeship program and
was accepted. While serving in the U.S. military, Aguilar
learned to not only be a soldier, but a welder, too. This
experience is coupled with a very diverse work background; from working as an administrative assistant for a
well-known construction management company in Philadelphia, to working for a roofing company in Norfolk,
Virginia, and even owning her own contracting business
for seven years. Throughout her career, safety has always
been a top priority, which was showcased when Aguilar
had the opportunity to write and implement her own
safety program while she had her own business. Over
the years, Aguilar has consistently been adaptive and
resourceful, always pushing forward.
While an apprentice with Local 482, Aguilar had
the opportunity to work on several big jobs, including
a new terminal at the Austin/Bergstrom International
Airport. Her first job as a union ironworker apprentice
really joined two worlds – helping to build a new hospital at Ft. Hood, Texas, where before she had once been
stationed as a U.S. Army solider. Unfortunately, Aguilar’s apprenticeship was also shaped by another event,
when she was severely hurt on a job. Instead of stopping her enthusiasm to keep building a strong future
for every aspect of her life, she kept on improving, with
safety becoming even more paramount to everyday life
– on and off the job. Because of her experience, Aguilar
understands all too well that safety on the job is of the
utmost importance. Making sure people go back home
to their families each and every day is everyone’s priority. Safety is always taught daily, but some people don’t
truly understand the need to follow rules even when
nobody is looking. Aguilar’s perspective as someone
who has suffered an injury helps emphasize to everyone how important it is to understand that rules are in
place for a reason – to keep your brother or sister of any
trade on the job safe.
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THE SAFETY STAND DOWN

T

he Safety Stand Down is an
opportunity for employers to
pause work and have a conversation with workers about hazards
and controls, protective methods
and the company’s safety policies, goals and expectations. It is
also an opportunity for members
to talk with management about
hazards they see and talk about
safety issues directly with frontline supervisors and management.
The focus is to raise awareness surrounding the severity of hazards on
the work site and the importance
of preventing them.
The supervisor is the most influential person to the front-line worker.
In construction, most recordable
incidents and injuries occur within
this group—particularly among
new workers.
The Safety Stand Down can take
place any time of year. It can take

Jeff Norris, Canadian safety coordinator,
leads a safety seminar.

place once, for a day or a week, or on
a monthly basis. Employers should
choose a time frame that works best
for their organization. The most
important thing is that time is made
for safety—no matter when that
might be.
The Iron Workers safety and
health department provides seminars concentrating on trends in
safety and reinforcing the message

of “See Something! Say Something!”
as part of the Zero Fatality-Zero
Incident campaign. The talks can
occur on the site, in the office or
at apprenticeship training schools,
and are customizable to the participant group.
Topics of discussion include the
deadly dozen hazards, recognition
and control of hazards, risk assessments and how to participate in

VOLUNTARY AIR SAMPLING PROGRAM
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he voluntary air sampling program is part of the
2018 ZERO Incident campaign commissioned
by General President Eric Dean focused on identifying and prevent health hazards. The IMPACT board
of trustees approved funding for the safety and health
department to establish a voluntary industrial hygiene
air sampling program to all signatory shop and field
contractors throughout the United States and Canada.
The voluntary outreach program is designed to provide
professional industrial hygiene services to help evaluate harmful exposures of welding fumes metals, paints,
solvents and other chemical compounds that become
airborne during common shop and field operations.
The safety and health department utilized the expertise
of Jim Kegebein, an independent industrial hygienist, to
work with contractors and members in accordance with

Protecting shop members during welding operations.

the air sampling program. Air sample testing has been
provided in shop fabrication shops to monitor welding
fumes, silica and other airborne contaminants to help
determine action levels and workplace exposures.

Safety Stand Down on-site in the shop.

contractors’ safety management
systems. The interactive seminar
allows participants to interact with
an emphasis on the importance
of communication, addressing
cultural safety issues, human

factors and problem-solving safety
on the job.
Contact Jeff Norris, Canadian
safety coordinator, for more information at jnorris@iwintl.org or
(780) 717-0071.

calcium, chromium, chromium vi, cobalt, copper, iron
oxide, lead, magnesium, manganese, nickel, potassium,
sodium, thallium, vanadium and zinc oxide.

Goals of the Voluntary
Air Sampling Program
• Identification of potential airborne exposures.
• Evaluation of the intensity and variability
of airborne exposures.
• Assessment of the potential risks.
• Prioritization and control of exposures.
• Identification of exposures for which additional
information is needed.
• Documentation of exposures and control efforts.
• Maintenance of a historical record of exposures.
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When protecting members
from airborne welding exposures
during shop and field operations,
several variables such as the base
metals (mild steel, stainless steel
and galvanized steel) that are
being used must be taken into
consideration. Other variables
Air sampling for paints
affecting welding fume exposures
in fabrication shop.
and levels are directly tied to the
welding consumables (welding rods and wire) and differences in outdoor and indoor environmental conditions.
The voluntary air sampling program for evaluating welding fume exposures uses cartridges that determine the
action levels of the following 21 airborne metals: aluminum, antimony, arsenic, barium, beryllium, cadmium,

Safety Stand Down on-site in the field.
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IN MEMORIAM

IN MEMORIAM

TO OUR MEMBERS WHO LOST THEIR
LIVES ON THE JOBSITE

T
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he Iron Workers (IW), local
unions, members and contractors throughout the United
States and Canada are extremely
saddened when a report of a
workplace fatality occurs. This
article is dedicated to the memory and honor of members who
lost their lives on the jobsite
August 2017-July 2018. The IW
takes great pride in building the
nations’ bridges, buildings and
other structures, and deeply
regrets the loss of these members.
It is important for IW members
to know General President Eric
Dean, General Secretary Ron
Piksa and General Treasurer
Bill Dean are committed to the
safety and training departments
to prevent workplace fatalities
and disabling injuries. On many
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occasions, the general officers have
been directly involved in meetings
with the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA)
and state-approved OSHA plans
to address regulatory issues
affecting members. Additionally,
the general officers participate
in industry forums with project

owners and contractors to address
safety and health matters.
General President Dean issues
a fatality notice to district councils, local unions and training
facilities to express his heartfelt
feelings when the IW suffers the
loss of a member. As a follow-up
to every fatality and disabling
injury, the safety and health
department, National Training
Fund and IMPACT work together
to develop any necessary programs or practices to help prevent
reoccurrence. As the following
notices are read, remember the
IW members’ commitment to
the 2018 ZERO Incident Campaign, the deadly dozen hazards
and the duty to “See Something!
Say Something!”

I am deeply saddened to report the death of four union brothers,
killed while working on the job August 2017 – July 2018. The fatality of an
ironworker, who died from injuries sustained on the jobsite, should remind
us of our pledge to Zero Incidents and Fatalities and that we are the best
keepers of our brothers and sisters. The memory of our fallen brothers and
sisters should inspire us daily to be aware and intervene when possible, to
look out for each other and to “See Something! Say Something!” In honor of
our deceased brothers and sisters, our commitment to prevent another tragedy and to eliminate
jobsite fatalities and injuries must be steadfast and strong.

IN MEMORIAM

Stephen Lemay
Jan. 17, 1962 — April 19, 2018

Stephen Lemay of Local 86
(Seattle) died April 19, 2018, from
injuries sustained while working
on the job.
Steve met his wife Carol at Biola
University where he obtained a
degree in theology with a minor in
business. They married on June 29,
1985, and had two children; son, Keith and daughter,
Amber. In August 2016, Steve became a grandfather to
Travis DeVries, of whom he was exceptionally proud.
Brother Lemay joined the Iron Workers in 1996 and
opened his own tower company in 2014. He enjoyed
playing tennis with his friends at the Semiahmoo Tennis
Club and showing God’s love to the orphans in India.
Steve was a great man who will be deeply missed.

Liping Gao

Oct. 16, 1959 — April 11, 2018
Liping Gao of Local 805 (Calgary,
Alberta) died April 11, 2018, from
injuries sustained while working
on the job.
Liping was a doting father
to his daughter, Catherine;
and a beloved son, brother, uncle
and a trusted friend.
Brother Gao was a man of few words, but loved to
read, learn and challenge himself intellectually. He was
a proud graduate of Peking University with a degree
in physics. Liping was humble but loved to share his
joy with others. He lived modestly but loved to see the
world through traveling. Brother Gao was a great man
who will be missed by all who knew him.

Raymond Estores
June 2, 1994 — Dec. 30, 2017

Raymond Estores of Local 86
(Seattle) died Dec. 30, 2017,
from injuries sustained while
working on the job.
Raymond was a proud father to
his 2-year-old daughter, Amaia Hope
Makanaoakua. He will be deeply
missed by his brothers, Ninyo Jr. and
Bernard; his sister, Nina; mother, Faith; father, Ninyo;
and many aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews and cousins.
Brother Estores was a hardworking family man. He
was loved by all because of his kind heart and the way
he treated everyone like they were family. Raymond will
be greatly missed by all who knew him.

Otto Taufen

June 30, 1957 — Sept. 22, 2017
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Otto Taufen of Local 14 (Spokane,
Wash.) died Sept. 22, 2017, from
injuries sustained while working
on the job.
Otto will be deeply missed by
his wife, Brandey St. Claire; son,
Joseph; daughters, Roberta “Robi”
and Tawnia Embree; stepdaughters,
Chris Hughes and Mykala Bradley; grandchildren,
Desirae, Gage and Athena; step-grandchildren, Izabella,
Scarlett, Charley and Karsun; mother, Margaret;
brother, Walt; sisters, Mary Birchem-Taufen, Elizabeth
Shepard and Cathy Reisenauer; and many nieces,
nephews and cousins.
Otto was a proud member of Local 14 for over 22
years and was an exceptional ironworker. He enjoyed
working in his shop, restoring old trucks and cars. He
was active within his community and was instrumental
in starting the Sheriff Community Oriented Policing
Effort in Elk, Washington. Brother Taufen enjoyed
spending time with his family and friends. He was never
too busy to help a friend in need. Otto will be deeply
missed by all who knew him.

Reported fatalities for the period of August 2017 through July 2018.
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IN MEMORIAM

REMEMBERING THE 60th ANNIVERSARY
OF THE IRONWORKERS MEMORIAL
SECOND NARROWS CROSSING COLLAPSE
T

he Ironworkers Memorial Second Narrows Crossing
is located at the Second (east) Narrows of Burrard
Inlet in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Lou Lessard, surviving member of the collapse, with daughters
Patricia Lessard and Christine Rzepka (Lessard).

On June 17, 1958, at approximately 3:40 p.m., as a
locomotive crane traveled from the north side of the new
bridge carrying a 55-ton piece of steel to connect into
the unfinished structure, two spans collapsed, with 79
workers plunging over 30 metres (100 feet) into the water.
Eighteen were killed either instantly or shortly thereafter.
A diver was also killed during search and rescue efforts,
bringing the total fatalities for the collapse to 19. In a subsequent Royal Commission inquiry, the bridge collapse
was attributed to miscalculation by bridge engineers. A
temporary falsework supporting the fifth anchor span
was deemed too light to bear the weight.
The 60th anniversary of the tragic event was memorialized with a ceremony hosted by Local 97 (Vancouver,
British Columbia) at the bridge site.
Ironworkers, their families, friends, building trades
colleagues and dignitaries paid their respects to the

NATIONAL DAY OF MOURNING

THE IRONWORKER
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he National Day of Mourning, held annually April 28,
was officially recognized by the
Canadian federal government in
1991, eight years after the day of
remembrance was launched by the
Canadian Labour Congress. The
Day of Mourning has since spread
to about 80 countries around the
world and has been adopted by the
AFL-CIO and the International
Confederation of Free Trade.
The most recent statistics
from the Association of Work-

ers’ Compensation Boards
of Canada (AWCBC) reveal
that in 2016, 905 workplace
deaths were recorded in
Canada. Among those dead
were six young workers
aged 15-19; and another 20
workers aged 20-24.
Add to these fatalities, the 241,508 claims
accepted for lost time due
to a work-related injury or
disease, including 29,588
from workers aged 15-24,

Lenard Legault, vice president, Edmonton and District
Labour Council and member of Local 720 (Edmonton,
Alberta), speaks at the 22nd Annual International Day
of Mourning held at Grant Notley Park in Edmonton.

IN MEMORIAM

Rescuers search for survivors, June 17, 1958.
Photo credit: George Diack Vancouver Sun/PNG

Darrell LaBoucan, executive director of Canadian affairs; Paul Beacom, president, Local 97;
Lou Lessard, survivor, Local 97; Gary Poirier, survivor, Local 97; Ron Piksa, general secretary;
and Doug Parton, business manager, Local 97.

men lost that fateful day. Ironworker survivors in attendance
included Lou Lessard, Local 97
and Gary Poirier, Local 97. Survivor Norm Atkinson, Local 97 was
unable to attend the ceremony, as he
was witness to his granddaughter’s
wedding the same day.
Speaking at the ceremony, Lou
Lessard said, “The fallen bridge

made many orphans, widows. Parents lost their children and siblings
lost brothers.” He says the tragedy
also claimed the lives of the unborn
children of the victims.
“We will never know how many
children did not grace this earth
or who they would have become or
how they would have contributed
to the world around us.”

Ironworkers Memorial
Second Narrows Crossing.

Gary Savard, business agent, Local 720 (Edmonton, Alberta) and Jeff Norris, Canadian safety coordinator,
attend the International Day of Mourning at the monument to Alberta’s Broken Families.

Please keep Iron Workers (IW)
members, past and present, and
their families in your thoughts.
The IW encourages members to
remember every day to strive to
prevent workplace deaths, illnesses
and injuries together in our countdown to zero.
The Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety
(CCOHS) is Canada’s national
resource for the advancement of
workplace health and safety. Visit
ccohs.ca to learn more.
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and the fact that these statistics
only include what is reported
and accepted by the compensation boards, and it is safe to say
that the total number of workers
impacted is even higher.
What these numbers don’t
show is just how many people are
directly affected by these workplace tragedies. Each worker
death impacts the loved ones,
families, friends and co-workers
they leave behind, changing all of
their lives forever.
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PROVIDING MORE
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MEMBERS
Ironworker Safety Director Training Course
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he Ironworker Safety Director Training Course
(IWSDTC) is designed to raise the standard
of safety performance and to provide employment
opportunities for ironworkers to become full-time
safety directors for contractors. Since the inception of
the course in July 2016, 444 members and contractor
safety representatives have completed the course in
Ann Arbor, Michigan; Houston; San Diego; Toronto,
Ontario; Philadelphia; Detroit; and Indianapolis. Based
on course evaluations and valuable feedback from participants, the course has been expanded to 5-days (40
hours) of classroom instruction. The expanded course
also includes a written examination of approximately
300 questions to document proficiency and knowledge
of participants.
The safety and health department received an overwhelming response from members and contractor
safety personnel to enroll in the IWSDTC. The Iron
Workers (IW) has members with great knowledge and
skill and wants to reach out and provide the specialized course to members wanting to pursue a safety
career with signatory contractors. Assuming the role
of a corporate safety director and managing safety
programs for several projects requires additional basic
training and new skill sets. Several fundamental safety
and health tasks must be routinely implemented to
help recognize and avoid workplace hazards. Many
safety responsibilities in the workplace are set forth
by federal, state, local and contractual standards and
requirements. The IWSDTC is offered at no charge to
members or contractors who elect to sponsor an ironworker or employee to complete the course.

The following are the instructors with their
courses provided during the IWSDTC:
• Jim Hutter, 3M Fall Protection - Fall Protection Systems
(Active and Passive) and Calculations of Basic Lifeline
Systems – Instruction on the use and installation of
passive and active fall protection systems. A special
segment will focus on basic load calculations for common horizontal lifeline systems and examples of typical
designs for proper anchorage and terminus points.
• Jim Stanley, FDR Safety LLC - Regulatory Compliance,
Project Contracts and Safety Program Development –
How to identify mandatory compliance standards of
federal and state regulatory agencies and project contract safety specifications. How to articulate, negotiate and manage safety issues with project owners
and controlling contractors. Techniques for working
with steel fabricators to incorporate anchorage points
for fall arrest systems and cable guardrail systems.
Instruction on development, implementation and maintenance of written safety and health programs for field
and shop workplaces.
• Jeff Norris, Canadian safety coordinator, IW - Safety
Training and Determining Competent and Qualified
Persons – Instruction will focus on employee training
for workplace activities and designating competent and
qualified personnel persons to perform common safety
functions. Formats to provide company training and
instruction and how to verify safety training through the
Ironworker Apprentice Tracking System (ATS).
• Jim Kegebein, Kegebein Consulting - Evaluating Workplace Health Issues and Exposures – How to determine
workplace action levels and exposures to welding fumes,
lead, asbestos, paints and solvents. Understanding the
threshold limit value (TLV) for airborne metal and compounds and methods to prevent skin absorption of chemicals. How to understand and use air sampling tests as a

representative exposure to determine
methods of employee protection.
•

Herb Strong, Haztek, Inc. - Development of Job Hazard Analysis, Site
Safety Plans, Workplace Inspections –
How to develop and use a job hazard
analysis (JHA) and a site-specific
safety plan. Sample JHA forms will
be provided as a template for use and
editing. How to develop and document
a system for conducting workplace
inspections to identify unsafe acts and
conditions in the workplace.

•

Wayne Creasap, the Association of
Union Constructors - Safety Techniques for Managing Recordable/
Reportable Incidents and Incident
Management and Investigations –
Understanding requirements for reporting workplace
incidents and posting OSHA 300 log form in the workplace. Considerations for submitting incident information
to project authorities during bidding process. How to
manage workplace investigations following an alleged
complaint, OSHA (OH&S) investigation or serious incident.

• Dave Otey, Rebar International - Reinforcing Steel, Primary Hazards and Industry Best Practices – Instruction
on the hazards and best practices pertaining to reinforcing steel activities including rebar handling, hoisting and
rigging rebar assemblies, column and wall stability and
impalement protection.
• Steve Rank, safety department, IW - Steel Erection
Safety Activities – Instruction on contract safety
specifications, written notices prior to erection, steel
fabrication safety requirements, controlling contractor
responsibilities, special training requirements and important federal and state OSHA letters of clarification.
• Cory Davis, chief executive officer, Capital Construction Solutions - Construction Safety App – Instruction
on the use of an innovative safety app to help implement

and document workplace safety programs, programmed
inspections, employee instruction and photograph workplace hazards.
• Bill Smith, vice president, NBIS - Crane, Rigging and
Equipment Operations – How to ensure the crane
assembly-disassembly director understands the specific
responsibilities for his/her crew and recognizing
requirements for qualified riggers and signal persons.
• Vicki O’Leary, general organizer, safety and diversity –
Understanding the dynamics and responsibilities of
safety and diversity in the workplace and the important
roles of protecting members in the workplace.

Several members who completed the IWSDTC are
now employed as full-time safety directors, utilizing their
field experience with new safety skills to improve workplace safety performance. Members who have performed
the work combined with new safety skill sets make the
best safety directors for contractors. The IWSDTC will
continued to be offered on a periodic basis to provide
additional opportunities to members and contractors.

New for 2019 – Ironworker Safety Supervisor Training

A

representatives by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). Additionally, many project
owners are requiring our contractors to have supervisors with documented safety training as part of the
project safety requirements. The IW wants to provide
project owners, general contractors and contractors
with the best ironworker safety supervisors to help
prevent workplace incidents and achieve outstanding
safety performance. The safety and health department
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nother safety initiative designed to help prevent
workplace incidents and improve safety performance is the Ironworker Safety Supervisor Course
(ISSC). The ISSC is being developed by safety and
health department and the National Training Fund
to address specific supervisor safety and health needs
commonly encountered in the workplace. Foremen
and superintendents play a key role in executing company safety programs and are considered management
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has analyzed incident trends
and causation factors illustrating
the need for supervisory safety
training to be industry and task
specific. It is important for members and contractors to recognize
the regulatory requirements, roles
and responsibilities pertaining
to supervisors in the workplace.
In today’s construction industry,
the mandate for supervisors with
safety training and qualifications is
one of the most demanding needs
the IW must address to help prevent workplace incidents.
Many organizations and safety
consulting firms market supervisor
safety training courses and certifications. While the efforts of all
these parties to create a safer workplace by offering general courses on
supervisor training is appreciated,
those courses are not developed to
focus on any construction trade,
particularly
the
ironworking
industry. The safety and health
department has received feedback
from members and contractors
regarding the need to address the
specific needs an ironworker
safety supervisor can use in the
field and shop. As a result, the IW
and IMPACT are developing the
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Supervisor responsibilities pertaining
to open web steel joist erection.

Supervisor responsibilities for maintaining stability.

ISSC to better serve IW members
and contractors.
The ISSC is an elective course
apprentices and journeymen can
take and is designed as a competency-based and certification course
to increase the safety knowledge of
supervisors and meet owner safety
requirements for supervisors on
projects. An online study guide of
300 to 400 questions will be available to prepare participants for the
test. The safety and health department will work closely with the
National Training Fund (NTF) to
make the course available by July
2019 through the 157 IW training facilities across North America
that have obtained the Ironworker
Apprenticeship Certification Program (IACP) level of certification
issued by the NTF. A pilot program
will be launched in the State of California and Vicinity District Council

to gather feedback from apprentices,
journeymen and employer representatives before implementation.
The IW is pleased to be working
with the International Accreditation
Services (IAS), which will be overseeing the program accreditation
and certification issuance. The IAS
is considered one of the leading
accreditation organizations providing services to a variety of industries
in more than 34 countries around
the world. The NTF is known for
the best apprenticeship and journeymen upgrade program in the
construction industry with a topof-the-line infrastructure, able to
provide cutting edge safety training.

The IW wants to provide project owners,
general contractors and contractors with the
best ironworker safety supervisors to
help prevent workplace incidents and
achieve outstanding safety performance.

ON-LINE REGISTRATION
OPENS JULY 9, 2018

WOMEN BUILD NATIONS
The 2018 Women Build Nations Conference promises to be more exciting and productive than ever.
Women Build Nations is the largest conference of its type in North America and growing each year. In 2017
over 1900 tradeswomen representing every craft in the building trades came together for this powerful event.
We are a unique community that fosters a supportive environment embracing and celebrating diversity. We are
stronger because of it! Women Build Nations is for women of all ages and all skill levels who work, or aspire
to work, in the construction trades. The conference provides opportunities for networking, learning, and leadership
development for all attendees, whether you are a pre-apprentice or a seasoned journeyperson.
Women Build Nations speaks to every tradeswoman’s needs, offering workshops and plenary sessions
facilitated by tradeswomen and featuring union leaders, apprenticeship coordinators, contractors and politicians.
This information-packed (and fun-filled) weekend will leave you with a renewed sense of purpose in your career,
as well as new friends and memories to carry through life.

FRIDAY – OCTOBER 12

We Can, We Will
8TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE – SEATTLE, WA
OCTOBER 12-14, 2018
WASHINGTON STATE CONVENTION CENTER

TENTATIVE
SCHEDULE

7:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . Community Service Project
(separate registration required)
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. . . . . . . . Registration
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . Conference Reception
8:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Movie Night
9:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tradeswomen Music Jam
SATURDAY – OCTOBER 13
7:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m..
8:00 a.m. . . . . . . . . .
10:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
12:00 p.m. . . . . . . . .
1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. .
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. .
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. Registration & Continental Breakfast
. Welcome Plenary
. Workshop Session I
. Lunch Plenary
. Banner Parade
. Union Caucus by Trade

.
.
.
.

. Continental Breakfast
. Workshop Session II
. Workshop Session III
. Final Plenary

SUNDAY – OCTOBER 14
7:00 a.m. . . . . . . . . . .
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. . .
9:45 a.m. - 11:15 a.m. .
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
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ON-LINE REGISTRATION OPENS JULY 9, 2018: www.nabtu.org/wbn
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Washington, DC 20006
Register on-line OR tear this card off and mail with payment

HOTEL
ACCOMMODATIONS
Westin Seattle

1900 5th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101
888-627-8513
$199.00 per night Single & Double (plus taxes)
$229.00 per night Triple (plus taxes)
$259 for Quad (plus taxes)
Cut-off date/time: Sept. 21, 2018 at 5:00 p.m. PST
Call in code: “NABTU Women Build Nations 2018 Conf.”
Link: www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/WestinWBN2018

Sheraton Seattle

1400 6th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101
888-627-7056
$179.00 per night Single & Double (plus taxes)
$204.00 per night Triple (plus taxes)
$229 for Quad (plus taxes)
Cut-off date/time: Sept. 21, 2018 at 5:00 p.m. PST
Call in code: “NABTU Women Build Nations 2018 Conf.”
Link: www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/SheratonWBN2018

GETTING TO THE 2018 WOMEN BUILD NATIONS CONFERENCE
Alaska Airlines

alaskaair.com – Discount Code: ECMZ792
To use your Discount Code, go on-line to and input the Discount Code when searching
for flights. The discount will be applied to any flights meeting the contract parameters.
By clicking the “?” next to the discount code box after entering the code you may
view a detailed description of the rules. If you have questions about the Discount
Code, please contact the Group Desk at 800-445-4435.

MORE WAYS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
2018 WOMEN BUILD NATIONS CONFERENCE!
Videos: Send us your videos about working in the trades to show during the
conference. (Maximum length is 3 minutes — no exceptions!) All videos must
be on DVD or USB flash drive and received by September 15, 2018.
Union Banners: We can’t hang these on the walls, but please bring
your union banner for the “banner parade” — always a great photo op!
Items for the Tradeswomen Archives: Bring photos and
memorabilia of yourself (or friends) on the job. Be prepared to
tell your story of working in the trades!

TRADESWOMEN POLICY FORUM***
Sunday, October 14th
Washington State Convention Center, 705 Pike Street, Seattle, WA 98101
1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
The Tradeswomen Policy Forum engages tradeswomen, industry leaders and partners to discuss ways to increase
women’s participation and retention in the skilled trades and find collective strategies to help tradeswomen thrive
in a male-dominated industry. Industry leaders, representing apprenticeship, labor and employers, along with
tradeswomen in their field, will participate as both speakers and respondents in the forum.

THE IRONWORKER

RECRUITING AND RETAINING WOMEN IN THE TRADES INSTITUTE***
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Monday, October 15th
Double Tree Seattle Airport, 18740 International Blvd., Seattle, WA 98188
9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Recruiting and Retaining Women in the Trades: An Institute for Practitioners and Employers conference will
be held. Pre-apprenticeship training program providers, employers, registered apprenticeship programs,
workforce practitioners, and other industry stakeholders are invited to network and learn from a variety of
successful program models. (Note: this event is for practitioners and requires separate registration from the
2018 Women Build Nations Conference.)
***A separate registration is required. Look for more information at www.nabtu.org/wbn.

APPRENTICESHIP DEPARTMENT REPORT
Lee Worley

Iron Workers Safety Training

J

numbers represent training in OSHA 10-hour and
30-hour courses, they do not
include the other 37 hours of
required safety training in
the new ironworker curriculum.
The IW curriculum can be found in the 2018
IACP program documents in the online bookstore. Many of the safety courses can be
downloaded for free from the bookstore as well.
While every training module
the National Training Fund develops addresses safety, the training
department is constantly working to
keep the training current and meet the
needs of our members working in the
field and shops. Current safety training courses are lead safety, fall
protection, silica, fire watch, flagger,
aerial lift, ICRA (Infectious Control
Risk Assessment), scaffold, Subpart
CC, Subpart R, MSHA, HAZMAT,
forklift and safety training modules for
precast, rebar and general safety. It is not unusual
for an apprentice to have multiple safety certificates before completing their apprenticeship. To
satisfy the contractor’s requirements, journeymen
are coming back to the training centers every few
years to update their safety certificates. Staying
current with safety training is every ironworker’s
responsibility, from the apprentice right up to the
business agents who represent our members.
Remember, we are the best trained workforce
in the construction industry and it is our duty to
show up for work each day mentally and physical
prepared. There is no parallel on the nonunion
side to our training programs so please take
advantage of the courses available at your training center. For more information on training,
please contact your local union training center or
visit us at ironworkers.org.

AUGUST 2018

ust over 45 years ago, OSHA compliance officers
started inspecting jobsites. Many workers saw
them as obstructions to getting their work completed.
Wearing all the personal protective equipment (PPE)
and putting shields and guards on the tools was
slowing them down. Not to mention the cost to the
employers of repairing or replacing electrical cords
and power tools just because of exposed wires,
ground faults or missing ground pins.
Thankfully the safety climate
on the jobsite has finally changed.
Our members and their employers see working safe as the most
important aspect of the job. Now
it’s a habit for our members to wear
and use the PPE (safety glasses, hard hat,
personal fall arrest harness, etc.) on
the jobsite. Employers are requiring our members to have current
documented safety training. Safety
training is so important many collective bargaining agreements have
a requirement all members must
attain and keep current safety training
certifications. The most common are the OSHA
10-hour and 30-hour courses.
To teach the OSHA 10-hour or 30-hour course
an instructor must become an outreach trainer.
To become an outreach trainer, you must have five
years of safety experience and take both the OSHA
510 and 500 courses, amounting to 70 hours of
training. The National Training Fund have six
qualified trainers authorized to teach the 510 and
500 courses. These courses are offered twice a
year at each of our three regional training centers.
Since 2014, our qualified trainers have completed
28 OSHA 500 outreach trainer classes, producing
approximately 560 outreach trainers across the
United States. Collectively, these 560 instructors
have competed 1,813 OSHA 10-hour and 30-hour
classes. They have also trained 25,931 students
for a total of 531,450 hours of training. These
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SAFETY & HEALTH DEPARTMENT REPORT

Steve Rank

Hazards with Double Connections
A Potential Deadly Design
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collapse during the erection process. It is important
tructural collapse remains
for our members, steel erection contractors and steel
one of the deadly dozen
fabricators to recognize the potential structural colhazards our members encounlapse hazards associated with the double connection
ter during the steel erection
design, and the OSHA Subpart R – Steel Erection
process throughout the United
standards written to prevent this steel erection hazStates and Canada and is especially true when it
ard. Our members and steel erector contractors
comes to making beam to columns connections
must never erect columns that do not comply with
designed with double connections over column webs.
the following OSHA standards:
The Iron Workers (IW) 2018 ZERO Incident camCFR 1926.756(c)(1) – “When two structural mempaign commissioned by General President Eric
bers on opposite sides of a column web, or a beam
Dean includes the recognition and avoidance of
web over a column, are connected sharstructural collapse incidents.
ing common connection holes, at least
From an engineering standpoint,
one bolt with its wrench-tight nut shall
the design of a double connection is an
remain connected to the first member
efficient connection allowing for two
unless a shop-attached or field-attached
beams on opposite sides of a column
seat or equivalent connection device is
web to share the same set common
supplied with the member to secure the
connection bolts. However, from an
first member and prevent the column
ironworker connector’s standpoint,
from being displaced (See Appendix H
it can be a deadly design resulting in
to this subpart for examples of equivastructural collapse, unless certain shop
lent connection devices).
fabrication requirements are addressed.
Double connection
CFR 1926.756(c)(2) – “If a seat or
To attach the second member, the
fabricated without seat
lug
or
of
set
connection.
equivalent device is used, the seat (or
nuts on the first beams bolts must be
device) shall be designed to support
removed and the bolt’s backed out. This
the load during the double connection
maneuver is extremely dangerous and
process. It shall be adequately bolted or
often takes place with a connector sitwelded to both a supporting member
ting on the first member.
and the first member before the nuts on
The Occupational Safety and Health
the shared bolts are removed to make
Administration (OSHA) Subpart R –
the double connection.”
Steel Erection Standard, drafted by
The illustration to the left shows the
three members of the IW and induserection of a typical double connection
try stakeholders, includes specific steel
without any type of protective measures
fabrication requirements to address
required by the above OSHA standard.
the hazards double connections over
Both of the nuts have been removed
column webs. The following are two
from the bolts and a spud wrench is used to help
OSHA standards pertaining to steel fabrication of
guide the second member into position over the bolts
columns designed with double connections that
of the first beam. Connectors are sitting on the beam,
provide specific requirements to prevent structural

Our members and steel erector contractors must never erect
columns that do not comply with OSHA standards.

not secured or protected
from opening up, can
collapse while trying to
make the connection.
Ironworkers must not
erect double connections
unless seat lugs or other
devices are either shop
or field attached to prevent collapse hazards.
Exception for beam-to-beam
double connections.
The OSHA standard
provides an exception
for beam-to-beam double connections through a
beam web. In the illustration above, the connector
can sit perpendicular to the beam-to-beam connection and not be exposed to collapse hazards and the
design will not allow the beams to collapse. Seat
lugs or other devices are not required by OSHA for
this type of connection.

The 2018 ZERO Incident campaign
will continue to focus on the deadly
dozen hazards and remind our
members to always recognize hazards
associated with double connections
over column webs to avoid the
risk of structural collapse during the steel erection
process. The National Training Fund has a series of
OSHA Subpart R – Steel Erection training modules that
provide more information and instruction. We continue
to challenge all members to “See Something! Say
Something!” to recognize and avoid the deadly dozen
hazards. Jeff Norris, Vicki O’Leary and I will continue
to work with district councils, local unions and IMPACT
regional advisory boards to address workplace safety
and health issues. Please contact me in the safety
and health department at (847) 795-1710, Jeff Norris,
Canadian safety coordinator at (780) 459-4498, or Vicki
O’Leary, general organizer of safety and diversity at
(202) 702-7828, if you have any questions pertaining to
safety and health issues in the shop and field.

HISTORY OF THE IRON WORKERS UNION
A MUST FOR EVERY IRONWORKER’S FAMILY LIBRARY!

FROM OUR FOUNDING IN 1896 INTO THE 21ST CENTURY, this revised, complete account of the Iron Workers

and its members is a must for every ironworker. It is over 420 pages in full color, with over 1,000 photos,
illustrations and historical memorabilia from the last 120 years of our great union. A must for every
ironworker’s family library, they make great gifts for apprentices, retirees and anyone with an interest
in our proud history and how we came to be what we are today. Price: $35.00

Order Form (please print or type)
Please send me ______________ copies @ $35.00 each (includes shipping and postage).
Name _______________________________________________________________ Local Union No. ___________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________
Street
City
State/Province
Zip
Allow 3-6 weeks for delivery ....................................................................................................................................... TOTAL $ ____________
MAIL CHECK AND ORDER FORM TO:

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: I.A.B.S.O. & R.I.W.
Ironworkers History, 1750 New York Ave., NW, Suite 400, Washington, DC 20006

Share your pride! Order an extra copy and donate it to your local school or public library.

AUGUST 2018

All payments in U.S. Funds only. Canadian orders may be required to pay goods and services tax.
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CANADIAN DEPARTMENT REPORT
Darrell LaBoucan

Metal Buildings

A Market Worth Pursuing!

B
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ack in the day, metal
buildings were initially
designed for agriculture
markets; however, over the
past couple of decades metal
building designs have evolved into designs that now
meet owner requirements in almost every facet of
our commercial and light and heavy industrial sectors. Owners of construction projects have shifted
their steel structure options to include metal building designs. Statistics show that over 1.5 million tons
of metal buildings go up in North America annually.
Some of our Canadian locals have adapted to the
evolution of metal building design and continue to
maintain market share, some have not. Any market
lost in any sector of any business for an extended
period of time becomes a challenge to recover;
this has been the result for many areas in Canada’s
unionized metal building market.
The ironworkers I have known, in my years in
the field or in my current role, never walked away
from a challenge and for the Iron Workers (IW) to
pursue growth in the metal building market, we
can turn that challenge into an opportunity. The
potential for growth in Canada’s metal building
sector is enough to knock your socks off. We know
the opportunity for growth in the metal building
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sector is out there; we just have to go out and get it.
Easier said than done—I know.
That said, how do we dig in as local unions and
district councils and set marketing strategies that
will result in more metal building contractors and
more metal building members?
The Iron Workers, with assistance from IMPACT,
have made the following significant advances to assist
local unions and district councils in metal building
marketing strategies.
• Developed an Ironworkers International Metal
Building Committee
• Established International/district council metal
building agreements
• Local union metal building designations to accommodate metal building members and contractors
• Developed specific Ironworker Metal Building
Systems Erector Certifications (MBSE)
• Provide access to specific training such as standing
seam roof and insulated panel systems
• Developed new 2-year MBSE apprenticeship training
• Partnering with the Metal Building Erector
and Manufacturing Association

These are some of the tools available to local
unions and district councils to assist in developing a metal building marketing strategy. But just as
importantly, we need to get our new metal building brand out on the streets and put
the industry on notice we are open for
metal building business.
There are testimonials. For
example, a large metal building contractor in Canada when asked why
sign up with the Iron Workers, the
owner answered, “The Iron Workers
capacity to train far outperforms my
current metal building association
capabilities. The Iron Workers ability to accommodate my employees
with a benefit and pension plan that I

do not have to administer, allows me more time to
bid projects and perform other aspects of the daily
operations of my company.” This contractor is convinced by the Iron Workers allowing the mobility of
key personnel to areas where skilled union MBSEs
are not available, more nonunion metal building
contractors would recognize the value in signing
with the Iron Workers.
Our ability to increase our metal building market
share opportunities is without question a long-term
objective. The key is to move forward and train and
develop our MBSE workforce of the future.
Members, I encourage you to support your
local union leadership who take on the hard work
involved in developing a metal building market
strategy with your local union. Do it for all the
right reasons—grow your union and to increase
a contractor base for the numerous job opportunities it will create for you and your sisters
and brothers.

IRONWORKERS APPAREL AND GIFTS ONLINE

· IWSTORE.ORG ·
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Shop our 2018
collection
of apparel and
accessories!
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DIVERSITY IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF OUR
CURRENT AND FUTURE GROWTH...

...and the increasing use
of our IW MOBILE APP is
helping keep our members
informed. Are you?
Diversity is key to our continued strength and growth, and General President Eric Dean is committed to
expanding our legendary workforce across North America. Alongside career ironworker Vicki O’Leary, who
heads the diversity initiative for the Iron Workers, the word is getting out and making a big impact. Scan the QR
code below and watch the video on diversity to learn more.
Keeping up with the latest information is critical for all of our members, and this new, diverse form of
communication is provided to you through the IW Mobile App. Just take out your smart device and tap on the
IW Mobile App icon to easily retrieve the information you need when you need it. It’s that simple. Thousands
of members have downloaded it, so don’t delay, download it today.
• Search IW Mobile to easily download from the Apple store or Google play
• Very user-friendly
• The IW Mobile App is being downloaded everyday and utilized by our members
• 24/7/365 access helps keep you connected whenever and wherever
• Dues receipts will be available soon

Scan this QR code to watch one of the convention videos
that the delegates got to see. To stay connected, watch other
videos and more, download the IW Mobile App today.

The most powerful tool you’ll use daily.

PREVAILING WAGE UPDATE
THI S A RTI C L E IS PA R T O F A N O N G O IN G SERI ES COV ERI N G T H E FI G H T TO PROT ECT
A N D E XPA ND P RE VA IL IN G WAG E L AW S IN T H E U N I T ED STAT ES. PL EASE SEE T H E APRI L 2 0 18
A N D N OV E M BE R 2 0 1 7 ISSU ES FOR M ORE I N FORM AT I ON .

P

revailing wage laws are the single most
important tool we have for protecting ironworker wages. These laws require contractors
to pay fair wages on construction projects that receive
government funding. Prevailing wage laws ensure that
taxpayer money is used to fund safe, quality work and
isn’t used to take advantage of workers.
Federal, state and local governments spend hundreds of billions of dollars on construction in the
United States every year. The money to fund these
projects comes from our taxes, and the way this
money is spent has an enormous impact on the construction industry.
Prevailing wage laws provide a level playing
field for union contractors. Without these laws,
governments award construction contracts to the
lowest bidder—often exploitative companies who
save money by underpaying workers and skimping on safety. This race to the bottom drives down
industry standards across the country and devastate
ironworker wages.
Attacks on Prevailing Wage
Anti-union interest groups spend millions of dollars
every year spreading misinformation and working behind the scenes to roll back the protections
that working people have fought so hard to achieve.
Rather than pay workers a living wage, these contractors prefer to use their profits to influence our
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Prevailing wage laws are
the single most important
tool we have for protecting
ironworker wages.

political system to pass laws that hurt working families like repealing prevailing wage.
Since 2015, special interest groups have doubled
down on their efforts to attack prevailing wage,
adding Indiana, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Arkansas and Michigan to the list of states
that have repealed their prevailing wage laws. These
attacks have led to a decline in construction wages,
and construction wages adjusted for inflation are
now lower than they were in 1970.
A 2017 study conducted by the Economic Policy
Institute shows that construction workers in states
without prevailing wage laws make 21 percent less
on state-funded projects than workers in states with
prevailing wages.
Construction wages in Indiana have already fallen
by 8.5% since the state repealed its prevailing wage
law in 2015, thanks to then-Governor and current
Vice President Mike Pence. Repealing prevailing wage
results in lower paychecks, forces skilled tradespeople
to seek work elsewhere, and leads to an influx of cheap,
out-of-state contractors with less-skilled employees.
The economy has made a comeback in recent
years, but working people are still struggling. The
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unemployment rate recently fell below four percent
for the first time in nearly two decades, but wages
remain low. At a time when contractors are struggling to fill construction jobs, families are struggling
to make ends meet and companies are seeing record
profits, we should strengthen our prevailing wage
laws, not repeal them.
Now more than ever, we must fight to protect and
strengthen prevailing wage laws around the country
so that ironworkers and all workers in the construction industry see the benefit of our growing economy.

Federal Update
By working with members of Congress on both sides
of the aisle, the Iron Workers and North America’s
Building Trades Unions have been able to fend off
attacks on the federal prevailing wage law, also known
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A 2017 study conducted by
the Economic Policy Institute
shows that construction
workers in states without
prevailing wage laws make 21
percent less on state-funded
projects than workers in states
with prevailing wages.
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as the Davis-Bacon Act. In fact, as the Iron Workers Wage Compliance Administrator Chris Burger
reported in April, bipartisan support for the Davis
Bacon Act has grown in Congress in recent years.
For some workers, however, the guarantee of a
federal prevailing wage doesn’t translate to a fair
wage. In six Texas counties, the federal prevailing
wage rate is just $7.25 an hour because surveys used
to determine the prevailing wage haven’t been conducted for three decades or more. Wage standards in
seven other states are equally outdated.
In addition to outdated surveys, wage theft and
enforcement are also major issues. The Department of Labor has limited resources to update its
surveys or enforce compliance, and employers are
sometimes unresponsive. We must continue to
protect and strengthen the Davis Bacon Act and

push for additional resources for accurate wage
surveys and enforcement.

Michigan
In June, Michigan’s longstanding prevailing wage
law was repealed by the Republican-controlled
Michigan Legislature. Republican Governor Rick
Snyder supports prevailing wage, but he can’t veto
the repeal because the Associated Builders and Contractors of Michigan and other anti-union groups
spent $1.3 million to collect signatures for a ballot
drive to bypass a veto.
Just as several hundred ironworkers and other
tradespeople gathered in front of the steps of the
Michigan Capitol Building on a frigid January
morning to express their support for the state’s
prevailing wage law, ironworkers from Local 25
and working people across Michigan will continue
to stand up and fight for what is right. The state
building trades is already collecting signatures to
appeal prevailing wage repeal, and ironworkers in
the state are working to elect more pro-worker legislators in November.

Missouri
Thanks to the Iron Workers District Council of St.
Louis and Vicinity and workers across the state,
prevailing wage repeal was defeated in Missouri
last year. More than a dozen different bills to repeal
and weaken Missouri’s prevailing wage law were
introduced again in 2018, but working people stood
together to fight off the attacks. This spring, the Missouri Building Trades worked with legislators to
pass a compromise bill that was far from perfect, but
preserved important prevailing wage protections.
Our brothers and sisters in Missouri made history
on August 7, voting overwhelmingly to block a rightto-work law passed by Republican legislators in the
state. Missouri is the first state to reverse a right-towork law since the 1970s, but they won’t be the last.
Ironworkers in Missouri and across the country are
standing up and fighting to protect their rights and
the rights of all working people.

Washington
Thanks to the results of a special election that
flipped the Washington State Senate to a proworker majority, ironworkers and other building
trades workers scored some major legislative victories during the 2018 legislative cycle. Several

new laws expand prevailing wage protections,
including one that links prevailing wage rates to
the union wage scale. Already done in eight other
states, this change will make wages more consistent across the state and eliminate the need for
the time-consuming survey process. Another law
helps workers recover stolen wages.

New York
The New York State Assembly passed a bill in May
that would expand the state’s prevailing wage law,
stabilizing and raising wages throughout the state.
Ironworkers helped pass the bill in the assembly and
now they are contacting their state senators to make
sure that the bill becomes law.

Maryland
Maryland state lawmakers passed a bill in March
that would help workers on prevailing wage projects to recover stolen wages, but the bill was vetoed
by Governor Hogan in April. The legislature will
try to expand prevailing wage protections again

next year, but the results may be the same if workers
don’t make their voices heard.

Nevada
In 2015, Nevada’s then-Republican-controlled
Legislature passed a law to eliminate prevailing
wage on small and medium sized projects. Last
year, Democrats won control of Nevada’s Legislature and moved quickly to undo the attack and
strengthen the prevailing wage law, but Republican Governor Brian Sandoval vetoed the bill.

Looking Forward
Ironworkers and working men and women across
North America are standing up and demanding fair
wages, safe working conditions and rights on the job.
In many areas, voters have elected pro-worker majorities that are improving the lives of working families
by expanding prevailing wage laws and other protections. Ironworkers must stay involved in the political
process and get out and vote in November to make
sure that workers have a chance to succeed and provide for their families.
AUGUST 2018

Ironworkers and working men and women across
North America are standing up and demanding fair wages,
safe working conditions and rights on the job.
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ORGANIZING NEWS

Lesson Learned
By Tom Tanner

I

t was December in northwest Montana and we were
working on the Hamilton High School. It was your
typical school addition with a small raising gang and a
bolt-up crew filing the holes. Most of the gang was local
ironworkers who either had family ties or went through
the apprenticeship together. It was a good job with the
project moving forward in leaps and bounds.
It was a Monday, and everyone was brought into the
GC’s office for a meeting. We were informed that the
remaining rebar on the job was going to be put in by a
small local nonunion installer. We were sternly warned
there would be zero tolerance for any chastising, bullying or rude remarks. The nonunion contractor was the
only one who bid the project so, they were awarded it.
As the crew left the GC’s office, there were talks of who
they were. So, working on the structural iron and watching every move the small two-man crew made, some
bolts were dropped accidently, and forklift keys suddenly disappeared. The following Monday, I was called
into the job shack by my foreman. He said the owner
of the nonunion rebar company had broken his back
over the weekend. The company was going to pay T&M
for someone to assist them with the rest of the rebar
installation on the job. Since I was the only one with
rod experience; and, being a young journeyman, I drew
the short straw. Not happy at all, I went to retrieve my
rod belt. The young man I was supposed to work with
was terrified. He was a tall skinny Polish fellow from
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Jeff Matuewezski in 2000, working for
Jessie in Nihart, Montana.
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Massachusetts named Jeff Matuewezski. After letting
him know I didn’t want to be there anymore then he
did, we decided to work together and finish what was
left as quickly as possible. Taking the high road, Jeff and
I packed, placed and finished the job, keeping the project’s sitework schedule somewhat intact.

Fast forward two years.
I was appointed organizer for our area on a grant. Things
were booming with more jobs then hands to cover
them. Contractors who had been complaining about
the quality of workers were now saying, “Just get me
ironworkers.” I was stripping, stealing or just out looking for anyone who might want to try ironwork. When
who walks through the hall door, but that same Massachusetts wannabe ironworker I’d tied rebar with on the
Hamilton High School project two years ago. Jeff said he
wanted to join the union. Not having much of a butt left
from the contractors’ chewing it, I said, “Sure, why not;”
and I placed him in the apprenticeship. After spending
two weeks of “punk this” and “punk that,” Jeff had had
enough. He came into the office and said, “I have been
tying rebar for two years since the last time you saw me.
I am not a punk.”

It taught me a
lesson—you take a
worker’s measure
by more than just
union status.
With limited options and having no qualified rodmen, I decided to give him and his partner a fair chance.
I put them on journeyman permits and they went back
to work. They held up their end and then some. I was
surprised and happy. It taught me a lesson—you take
a worker’s measure by more than just union status. An

Jeff Matuewezski, Las Vegas, 2005.

experienced, hard-working hand should be placed where
both he and the union will benefit the most. Sometimes
that’s in an apprenticeship, but sometimes—like with
Jeff—it isn’t.
As the years went by we became closer and closer
friends. I was married with young kids and chose to
take the work at home. He was single and chased the
money. He worked from New York to Hawaii sending
me pictures as he went. He would stop in every time he
was in town to thank me for the opportunity and tell
me the wild stories that came with booming. I was promoted to our main hall in Spokane and Jeff and I saw
less and less of each other, but still worked to maintain
our friendship. It had been almost a year since I’d seen

him when he called me again. Jeff said, “Guess what? I
am starting my own company, what do you think?” Not
wanting to discourage him, I told him if there was anyone who could do it, it was his hard-headed Polish self.
But I knew it wouldn’t be easy. For the next five years
I watched him struggle and refuse to quit. And once
again, my friend surprised and pleased me. Through
hard work and dedication to his craft, Jeff carved out
his own piece of the market and built more than just the
projects he worked on—he built a successful business
that keeps 10-15 union rodmen working year-round.
Today, Jeff and I are still friends. I am always happy
and proud when I hear from him. I love listening to him
brag about getting a big job. But mostly, I’m just happy
that my friend—who started with just a magnet sign, a
box of tie wire and the will to succeed—and his company, Grizzly Steel, are doing well.
Jeff Matuewezski, Hawaii, 2004.
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Through hard work and dedication to his
craft, Jeff carved out his own piece of the
market and built more than just the projects
he worked on—he built a successful
business that keeps 10-15 union rodmen
working year-round.
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QUARTERLY
RECAP

RAB APR · MAY · JUN · 2018
NEW ENGLAND RAB

GREAT LAKES RAB

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $2,246.43

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $280,538

IMPACT allocated $1,875 to cover the
Connecticut Ironworker Employers
Association’s commitment to the
Foundation for Fair Contracting of
Connecticut (FFC). FFC is a nonprofit
organization, which monitors public
construction projects covered under
Connecticut’s Prevailing Wage Law and
the Davis-Bacon Act. The RAB used
$371 to cover Off-the-Job Accident
Program payments for April 2018.

IMPACT paid $20,133 to replace
welding stands in Local 147 (Fort
Wayne, Ind.) training facility. IMPACT
invested $34,064 in Lincoln welding
equipment for Local 70 (Louisville,
Ky.). The RAB used $6,096 to cover
Off-the-Job Accident Program
payments for April and May 2018.

NEW YORK/
PHILADELPHIA RAB
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $320,388
IMPACT invested $15,455 in IT
equipment upgrades for Local
405 (Philadelphia) and $15,352 in
welding equipment upgrades for
Local 451 (Wilmington, Del.) training
facilities. IMPACT allotted $168,942
for the Local 417 (Newburgh, N.Y.)
training facility expansion.

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Articulating Value:
Identifying Your Competitive
Advantages—6/28/2018—Cleveland
Great Lakes Regional Advisory Board
Meeting—6/19/2018–6/20/2018—
Columbus, Ohio

MIDWEST RAB
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $30,101
IMPACT paid $20,947 to cover
the cost of a forklift for Local 24
(Denver). The RAB used $2,782
to cover Off-the-Job Accident
Program payments for April 2018.
RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Win More Work: Negotiating
Strategies to Boost Market
Share—5/23/2018—Denver
Improving Communication
Skills—05/22/2018—Denver
IMPACT Leadership
Experience—4/30/2018–5/3/2018—
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Improving Communication
Skills—4/10/2018–4/11/2018—
Oakbrook Terrace, Ill.
EASTERN
CANADA
RAB

WESTERN
CANADA RAB

SOUTHEAST RAB

ONTARIO RAB

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $165,956
NEW ENGLAND
RAB
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NORTHWEST RAB
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HEARTLAND
RAB
GREAT
LAKES RAB
MIDWEST RAB

CALIFORNIA &
VICINITY RAB

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES
SOUTHEAST
RAB

SOUTHWEST
RAB

NEW YORK/
PHILADELPHIA
RAB

IMPACT paid $39,925 to add 12
welding booths to Local 397 (Tampa,
Fla.) IMPACT allocated $47,067
for silica, project management,
forklift, fall protection, swing stage,
Valla Crane, Spydercrane, pallet
jack, OSHA crane and Globally
Harmonized System (GHS) training
at Local 5 (Upper Marlboro, Md.)
Leadership Strategies: Motivating
a Changing Workforce—6/27/2018—
Ocean City, Md.
Leadership Strategies: Motivating
a Changing Workforce—
5/3/2018—Memphis, Tenn.
Leadership Strategies:
Motivating a Changing
Workforce—4/19/2018—Atlanta

IMPACT issued the following grants*, convened the following meetings
and coordinated the following trainings during the second quarter of 2018.
*For a full listing of grant disbursements, contact the IMPACT office at (800) 545-4921.

RAB CO-CHAIRS
NEW ENGLAND RAB

SOUTHWEST RAB
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $73,266
IMPACT invested $8,000 in the
Southwest Safety Program. IMPACT
paid $8,422 to cover National
Commission for the Certification of
Crane Operators (NCCCO) training
expenses at Local 135 (Galveston,
Texas). IMPACT invested $5,625
in an exhaust system for Local 48
(Oklahoma City, Okla.). The RAB
used $2,008 to cover Workers
Assistant Program payments from
January to May 2018 and $1,259
to cover Off-the-Job Accident
Program payments for April 2018.
RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Document Control and
Measurements Using Bluebeam
Revu—5/17/2018—Arlington, Texas
Bluebeam Revu Fundamentals—
5/16/2018—Arlington, Texas
Succession Planning
for the Ironworking
Industry—5/9/2018–5/10/2018—
Arlington, Texas

HEARTLAND RAB
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $79,003
IMPACT invested $58,000 in a
factory refurbished JLG 460 SJ
46-foot platform height for Local
383 (Madison, Wisc.). IMPACT
allotted $5,100 for Certified Welding
Inspector (CWI) training for Local 67
(Des Moines, Iowa). The RAB used
$2,063 to cover Off-the-Job Accident
Program payments for April 2018.
RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Heartland Regional Advisory Board
Meeting—6/29/2018—Madison, Wisc.

CALIFORNIA &
VICINITY RAB
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $218,342

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: $64,168
IMPACT invested $13,930 in a training
model mock up for Local 14 (Spokane,
Wash.), Local 29 (Portland, Ore.),
Local 86 (Seattle) and Local 751
(Anchorage, Alaska). The RAB used
$644 to cover Off-the-Job Accident
Program payments for April 2018.

LABOR CO-CHAIR

BERNARD A. EVERS, Iron Workers
District Council of New England States

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

DAVID HUNT, Berlin Steel

NEW YORK/PHILADELPHIA RAB
LABOR CO-CHAIR

STEPHEN SWEENEY, Iron Workers
District Council of Philadelphia and Vicinity

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

JOSEPH MERLINO, BayShore Rebar, Inc.

GREAT LAKES RAB
LABOR CO-CHAIR

WILLIAM WOODWARD, Iron Workers
Great Lakes District Council

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

DARLAINE TAYLOR, Century Steel Erectors

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Pacific NW RAB Executive Committee
Meeting—4/10/2018—Portland, Ore.
Superintendent Training for
Ironworkers—
4/10/2018–4/12/2018—Portland, Ore.

WESTERN CANADA RAB
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: C$ 23,892
IMPACT invested $26,175 in a structural
steel mock-up for Local 725 (Calgary,
Alberta). IMPACT paid 14,628 to cover
Western Canada RAB meeting expenses.

MIDWEST RAB
LABOR CO-CHAIR

DAVID BEARD, Iron Workers
District Council of St. Louis and Vicinity

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

ROBERT HOOVER,
Matrix North American Construction

SOUTHEAST RAB
LABOR CO-CHAIR

KENDALL MARTIN, Iron Workers
District Council of Mid-Atlantic States

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

VICTOR CORNELLIER,
TSI/Exterior Wall Systems

SOUTHWEST RAB

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Improving Communication Skills—
06/19/2018–06/20/2018—
Sherwood Park, Alberta
Introduction to Lean Project Deliver—
4/12/2018—Winnipeg, Manitoba

ONTARIO RAB

LABOR CO-CHAIR

MARVIN RAGSDALE, Iron Workers
District Council of Texas & Mid-South States

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

DAVE BENNETT, Bennett Steel, Inc.

HEARTLAND RAB
LABOR CO-CHAIR

MICHAEL L. BAKER, Iron Workers
District Council of North Central States

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

PETER HAYES, Red Cedar
Steel Erectors, Inc.

Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: C$ 55,609

CALIFORNIA & VICINITY RAB

IMPACT invested $13,560 in lobbying for
jobs. IMPACT paid $1,649 to cover the
executive committee meeting expenses.

LABOR CO-CHAIR

DONALD ZAMPA, Iron Workers District
Council of the State of California & Vicinity

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

DAVID McEUEN, California Erectors, Inc.

RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

PACIFIC NORTHWEST RAB

Foreman Training Ironworkers—
6/5/2018–6/7/2018—Mississauga, Ontario

EASTERN CANADA RAB
Total Quarterly Grant
Expenditures: C$ 15,092
IMPACT allotted $9,949 to cover Red
Seal training expenses for Local 842
(Saint John, New Brunswick). IMPACT
paid $724 for Workplace Hazardous
Materials Information System (WHMIS)
certification for shop members of
Local 711 (Montreal, Québec).
RAB MEETINGS/IMPACT COURSES

Lead with Respect—4/25/2018–
4/28/2018—Halifax, Nova Scotia
Articulating Value: Identifying Your
Competitive Advantages—4/24/2018—
Halifax, Nova Scotia

LABOR CO-CHAIR

STEVE PENDERGRASS, Iron Workers
District Council of Pacific Northwest

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

JEFF ILENSTINE, Tri States Rebar, Inc.

WESTERN CANADA RAB
LABOR CO-CHAIR

DARRELL LaBOUCAN, Iron Workers
District Council of Western Canada

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

ROSS FRASER,
Supreme Group – East Region

ONTARIO RAB
LABOR CO-CHAIR

KEVIN BRYENTON, Iron Workers
District Council of Ontario

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

JACK MESLEY,
Ontario Erectors Association, Inc.

EASTERN CANADA RAB
LABOR CO-CHAIR

TOM WOODFORD, Iron Workers
District Council of Eastern Canada

MANAGEMENT CO-CHAIR

BRAD MacLEAN, Black & McDonald Limited
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IMPACT invested $154,546
in six welding simulators for
the region. IMPACT allocated
$9,286 for Occupational Safety
Councils of America (OSCA)
certifications in the region.

PACIFIC
NORTHWEST RAB
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Register on the IMPACT website:
bit.ly/IMPACT-Events

IRONWORKER & CONTRACTOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

AUTODESK TRAINING IS NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE ON THE LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS).
Those who enroll will gain access to all 14 courses for just $99 per year. Contact your local training center to register.

TRAINING IN WIXOM, MI
Date
October
16-19

Course
Advanced Layout and Total Station: This 32-hour course is designed to prepare ironworkers in advanced layout principles and
practices. Use drawings and apply principles of trigonometry and the Cartesian coordinate system to program and operate a total
station. Length: 4 days.
Sponsoring employers or local unions can register students via email at eharvey@iwintl.org.

WINTER TRAINING PROGRAM · JANUARY 14–18, 2019
IRONWORKERS LOCAL UNION416/433 TRAINING CENTER – L AS VEGAS
960 WIGWAM PARK WAY, HENDERSON, NV 89014

THE IRONWORKER
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Course

January
14-18

Construction Contracting Business Fundamentals Academy Track 1: Establish Your Business: This course is designed for current and
future contractors who want to develop fundamental business skills. Length: 5 days.

January
14-18

Advanced Layout and Total Station: This 32-hour course is designed to prepare ironworkers in advanced layout principles and
practices. Use drawings and apply principles of trigonometry and the Cartesian coordinate system to program and operate a total
station. Length: 4 days.
Sponsoring employers or local unions can register students via email at eharvey@iwintl.org.

January
14-16

Superintendent Training for Ironworkers: Learn the roles and responsibilities of the superintendent as well as how to manage project
schedules, information, people, the jobsite and safety. Length: 3 days.
Sponsoring employers or local unions can register students via email at eharvey@iwintl.org.

January
14-16

Leadership Development Academy: This three-day intensive course is a tightly structured program in which construction professionals
examine themselves and the impact they have on their organizations through a variety of personal and interactive leadership experiences.
Length: 3 days.

January
14-15

Succession Planning for the Ironworking Industry: The biggest challenge facing owners of closely held contracting firms is transferring
business’s ownership and management to the next generation. Whether it’s a transfer to family or a group of key employees, roadblocks
must be identified and a plan to tackle them should be identified. This course is designed to assist with seamless transition of business
ownership. Length: 2 days.

January
14

Introduction to Building Information Modeling (BIM) Practices: This course provides an overview of BIM terminology and practices while
introducing important concepts necessary to understand how BIM is changing the construction process. Length: 1 day.

January
15

Building Information Modeling (BIM) Technology for Project Management: This course is an introduction to Autodesk’s BIM 360 tools.
Three tools – Build, Glue, and Docs – will be reviewed and their functions in the project management process and project phases for the
most logical application will be identified. Length: 1 day.

January
16-18

Business Plan Development Workshop: This course provides hands-on assistance in developing the content for each element of the
participant’s own business plan using a standard template. Upon completion, each participant will have a completed draft of their own
business plan. Length: 3 days.

January
16

Articulating Value: Identifying Your Competitive Advantages: This course will teach you to uncover your competitive advantages to build
negotiating power and gain market share. Length: 1 day.

January
17-18

Lead with Respect: Building a great organization requires effective leadership. A key element that is often misunderstood is “leading with
respect.” This course explores why leading with respect is essential to a successful organizational transformation, what respect looks like
in practice, and how it impacts your people and drives them to implement lasting change. Length: 1.5 days.

MONTHLY REPORT OF LIFE TIME MEMBERS
Lifetime members are published in the magazine according to the application approval date. Members previously classified as Old Age
or Disability Pensioners that were converted to Lifetime membership effective January 1, 2007, will not be reprinted in the magazine.

MAY 2018
LOCAL

1
3
5
8
14
14
15
22
22
22
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
28
40
40
40
40

NAME

LOCAL

PROOST, FRANCIS L
BROZEWICZ, RAYMOND
SMITH, RONALD L
BEAHM, JEFFREY
POWERS, RAY A
SCHAFFER, THOMAS J
LAWLER, JAMES H
CORNWELL, ROBERT R
EBERLE, TODD J
MARCUM, DOUGLAS R
BRASSELL, THOMAS E
STOPPEL, DAVID M
BLAZEJEWSKI, RONALD
DOVE, ROBERT
ERVIN, REGINALD D
LEWIS, LARRY M
MIKULSKIS, EDWARD
MILLER, STEPHEN W
PARISEAU, CLIFFORD L
PITTENGER, JAMES P
WILLIAMS, KENNETH L
CHIN, JAMES H
HARRIS, WILLIE J
LAMBERT, LESLAINE A
STEWART, MICHAEL M

55
58
58
58
60
75
75
86
89
97
103
103
103
118
118
207
229
290
290
361
377
378
378
378
378

NAME

JOHNSTONE, THOMAS P
HOSKINS, L A
MARICHE, RAYMOND
STOUFFLET, ROBERT B
ROURKE, ROBERT W
MELTVEDT, ARTHUR
OXFORD, GEORGE
TUTTLE, RAY L
LANGE, THOMAS W
MCGIVERIN, WILLIAM F
BROWN, KENNETH L
GARRETT, RODNEY J
MORRIS, JOHN A
BRANTLEY, REGINALD C
COSTELLA, DANIEL J
ROWLAND, FREDERICK A
KELLAR, DAVID L
ERWIN, JOSEPH L
NEWMAN, CHARLES T
DAWSON, JOSEPH C
HINKLE, RONALD A
EDWARDS, MARK R
ERCKENBRACK, BRUCE A
JAMES, TROY D
KARBER, KEVIN J

LOCAL

378
392
395
395
395
395
395
399
399
401
401
416
416
424
433
512
568
711
721
721
732
752
771
771
842

NAME

WHITEHOUSE, BENJAMIN O
GODAR, DWAIN A
DEMO, JOHN M
HEATH, LYLE M
MOTE, JACK L
TRUMBLE, TOMMIE L
WELLMAN, SCOTT V
HEFFLEY, BARRY W
TALBOT, RICKE G
MITCHELL, GREGORY P
PEIRCE, MICHAEL
CRAWFORD, RANDALL B
STRINGER, STEPHEN K
MAHFOOD, THOMAS P
IMBOTT, JAMES A
PARO, JOHN F
COLLINS, JAMES
DION, REJEAN
RANIERI, PAUL
VISATICKI, IVAN
SALOIS, LEE
FLEET, JOHN P
LINDSAY, GARY W
ZABA, GREGORY J
LUNNIE, ERIC G

WINTER TRAINING PROGRAM · JANUARY 14–18, 2019
Date

continued

Course
Getting Things Done® Workshop: If you are falling victim to work overload, modern-workplace chaos, and the overwhelming anxiety that
comes from too much to do, this training is for you. Getting Things Done® (GTD®) is a method that teaches individuals how to increase
their focus on the most meaningful work, organize information, prioritize commitments, create mental space for innovation, and achieve
stress-free productivity. Length: 1 day.

January
17

Bluebeam Revu Fundamentals: Participants will learn the fundamental features of Bluebeam Revu. Consequently, the course is designed
for all users of Revu. This course will give the participants the necessary foundational skills to create, organize, markup, edit and track
comments and markups in a PDF drawing set. Length: 1 day.

January 18

Document Control and Measurements Using Bluebeam Revu: This course is designed for users who have participated in Bluebeam Revu
Fundamentals. The course covers setting up the Bluebeam Revu interface for takeoffs; calibrating drawing sets and pages; using the
various measurement tools; document management topics, such as AutoMark, hyperlinks, slipsheeting and sets. Length: 1 day.

January 18

Getting Paid: Learn some of the proven approaches that will make you more proactive in dealing with your customers on credit and
collection practices and avoid issues related to collecting payment. The course will identify strategies you can implement before and
during the project to reduce the pay cycle and minimize conflicts associated with collections. Length: 1 day.

AUGUST 2018

January
17
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R ECOR D
APPROVED DEATH CLAIMS FOR MAY 2018
L.U.
NO.
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
7
7
8
8
10
14
14
17
17
17
17
22
25
25
29
44
48
55
58
70
84
84
86
86

MEMBER
NUMBER
1009785
669259
779460
474716
1049914
595493
474509
538079
603838
456782
623196
823429
574895
682217
609893
470409
1099155
714027
834955
801550
716952
761710
1293824
1174420
1231947
886039
473760
976120
1167413
1031458
839424
767511
1526863
960993

NAME
HAMEN, PETER J.
SEMRAU, JOHN R.
DAVIDSON, ERNEST D.
IRLBACHER, ROBERT M.
KOVALOVSKY, ROBERT S.
RAE, DARRELL W.
SATURLEY, FRED G.
ARBOGAST, TROY E.
FISCHER, JOSEPH E.
VRABLIC, RAYMOND
LYONS, JOHN D.
MOORE, BEN A.
HIETALA, EDSEL A.
MARRA, JAMES
HARRIS, JESSE L.
GUSSENHOVEN, RICHARD
RADER, KENNETH L.
BASSETT, TELFORD J.
BECKETT, DANIEL A.
MC DANIEL, JOHN A.
WARD, EDWARD L.
BURNS, EDWARD W.
MATHEWS, DAVID A.
NUNNERY, KENNETH E.
PHILLIPS, WAYNE
HATCHER, MAXIE L.
SHECKELS, DONALD R.
FRENCH, TIMOTHY A.
BONNELL, JOHN
HUMPHREY, HOBERT N.
BAILEY, JAMES C.
KRAMER, ROLAND J.
ALHETHAIL, MOHAMED S.
STANTON, E WAYNE W.

CLAIM
NUMBER
110158
110199
110128
110159
110129
110160
110200
110161
110201
110162
110163
110164
110202
110165
110203
110204
110205
110166
110167
110130
110131
110132
110133
110134
110169
110206
110135
110207
110136
110208
110170
110171
110137
110138

AMOUNT
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,000.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
500.00
2,200.00

L.U.
NO.
89
92
97
97
103
112
112
118
118
118
135
135
290
377
383
384
396
396
402
402
404
404
416
416
416
433
433
433
433
433
440
451
502
506

MEMBER
NUMBER
1441431
1356767
763634
541688
1439383
868678
929568
582145
685440
727333
631688
666716
500417
858711
1158869
596486
916528
1381051
899448
1529722
932563
455569
859855
1082270
871036
1455619
933019
833645
1226367
835961
871258
839622
793354
563893

NAME
BOOKER, KRISTOPHER
RAMEY, JOE W.
DAVEY, KENNETH B.
MCGUIRE, JOHN T.
BROWN, DAVID G.
COPELAND, HERB
LOTZ, JAMIE A.
BARCLAY, JAMES L.
MOORE, GORDON L.
SMITH, ROBERT E.
HARRIS, MELVIN R.
WALDREP, ARNOLD W.
DOWNEY, BILLY G.
LIGHTELL, MICHAEL C.
SWOPE, RONALD
SHELTON, SAMUEL R.
CLARK, JAMES T.
MITCHELL, ERIC L.
SALTER, THOMAS
SMITH, TIMOTHY F.
CALPIN, JAMES T.
KEOUGH, ROBERT
HILL, DAVID W.
PEHANICH, GARY M.
WATSON, JAMES C.
MORENO, DAVID R.
PAPPACOSTAS, LESLIE D.
PARKER, HOBERT
REILLY, JOHN
ZACK, WAYNE K.
LAMPMAN, TIMOTHY M.
IRWIN, RICHARD G.
KORZENASKIE, JOSEPH K.
ABEL, RICHARD A.

CLAIM
NUMBER
110172
110139
110151
110152
110173
110140
110174
110141
110175
110142
110143
110144
110145
110176
110210
110211
110177
110178
110212
110179
110180
110181
110182
110213
110183
110184
110185
11186
110187
110188
110189
110190
110214
110191

AMOUNT
1,750.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
500.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
1,400.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
1,750.00

L.U.
NO.
512
512
584
584
584
584
584
584S
700
704
711
720
721
721
721
725
725
736
736
736
736
736
752
782
787
842
851

MEMBER
NUMBER
491680
1218882
902869
484900
769300
1286822
393505
359574
486593
874056
481165
1421740
575385
991338
447126
934817
509877
576971
916969
1325146
1415125
585895
736749
481989
804008
938178
523815

NAME
CHERNE, FREDERIC S.
PIATZ, KEITH L.
ADAIR, BILLY L.
GILLHAM, DEWEY
KEELE, EARL
NEAL, PATRICK A.
POTTER, JAMES L.
SECRIST, OLEN P.
CLOCK, RONALD
HICKEY, CHARLES
LAZARE, JOSEPH W.
FORRESTER, MARK A.
BANNON, KENNETH H.
FURTADO, JOSE M.
WALTERS, RAYMOND
LESTER, GERALD S.
MCTAVISH, DOUGLAS G.
BOMBERRY, JAKE
DEVISON, DANIEL S.
LEBBINK, DAVID J.
MC MORROW, MIKE D.
SMITH, SIDNEY G.
MISENER, DAVID L.
LOVETT, JAMES M.
WEBB, KENTON A.
HORNE, DUNCAN
RUNGE, THOMAS A.

CLAIM
NUMBER
110146
110215
110216
110147
110217
110218
110148
110192
110193
110219
110153
110194
110195
110196
110197
110154
110198
110221
110155
110222
110223
110156
110224
110220
110149
110157
110150

TOTAL DEATH BENEFITS PAID:

195,800.00

DISAPPROVED DEATH CLAIMS FOR MAY 2018:
22

864662

NORMAN, RICHARD L.

110168

THE
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is now available in a
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AMOUNT
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,000.00

digital subscription!
Visit ironworkers.org
to subscribe and receive a convenient
web-browser based version
of our magazine every month.

ON WITHDRAWAL

SEE SOMETHING! SAY SOMETHING!

DEADLY
DOZEN
ACTIVITIES AND HAZARDS OUTSIDE

DEADLY
DOZEN

ACTIVITIES AND HAZARDS IN THE SHOP

1. Falls through unprotected or
inadequate floor opening covers.

1. Exposure to toxic welding fumes that
create serious health hazards.

2. Collapse of unsecured open web steel joists.

2. Striking hazards during material handling,
loading and unloading trucks.

3. Lack of fall protection and
inadequate use of fall arrest equipment.
4. Falls during installation of
floor and roof decking.
5. Material-handling injuries
during steel erection
and reinforcing steel activities.
6. Column collapse due
to anchor bolt failure and/or
insufficient concrete strength.

4. Rigging failure and use of chains, slings,
plate dogs and other rigging equipment.
5. Hazards pertaining to use of overhead rail
cranes, gantry cranes and other cranes.
6. Hazards pertaining to use of
forklifts and my jacks.
7. Exposure to toxic paints and chemicals
through inhalation and skin absorption.

8. Struck-by injuries from falling
objects, tools and materials.

8. Exposures to airborne metals, dust
and compounds during grinding
and hot work operations.

9. Caught-between injuries during
hoisting and rigging operations.

9. Electrical hazards, de-energizing
equipment and lockout tag-out systems.

10. Impalement from unprotected
reinforcing dowels or
other vertical projections.

10. Improper signals, communication
and clearances.

11. Electrical hazards and injuries from
high-voltage power lines.
12. Heat illness and toxic exposure to
chemicals and airborne contaminants.

11. Exposure to heat illness and dehydration.
12. Lack of protective eyewear,
leathers, gloves, hearing
conservation and other personal
protective equipment.

SEE SOMETHING! SAY SOMETHING!

7. Structural collapse of
unsupported reinforcing steel
columns, walls and decks.

3. Dismemberment pertaining to machine
guarding of shear presses, punch
presses and other equipment.

THE

1750 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006

LOCAL 782 AND AECOM-TVA
Tri-Lateral Safety Alliance

